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Bill W.’s letter to Dr. C.
G. Jung
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1963

January 23, 1961

Professor, Dr. C. G. Jung
Kusnacht-Zurich
Seestrasse 228
Switzerland

My dear Dr. Jung:

This letter of great appreciation has been
very long overdue.

May I first introduce myself as Bill W., a
cofounder of the Society of Alcoholics
Anonymous. Though you have surely
heard of us, I doubt if you are aware that
a certain conversation you once had with
one of your patients, a Mr. Roland H., back
in the early 1930s, did play a critical role
in the founding of our Fellowship.

“Please be certain that
your place in the affection, and in the history,
of our Fellowship is like
no other.”

Though Roland H. has long since passed
away, the recollection of his remarkable
experience while under treatment by you
has definitely become part of AA history.
Our remembrance of Roland H.’s statements about his experience with you is as
follows:

Having exhausted other means of recovery from his alcoholism, it was about
1931 that he became your patient. I believe that he remained under your care
for perhaps a year. His admiration for
you was boundless, and he left you with
a feeling of much confidence.
To his great consternation, he soon relapsed into intoxication. Certain that you
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were his “court of last resort,” he again Returning to New York, he became very
returned to your care. Then followed active with the “O. G.” here, then led by an
the conversation between you that was Episcopal clergyman, Dr. Samuel Shoeto become the first link in the chain of maker. Dr. Shoemaker had been one of
events that led to the founding of Alco- the founders of that movement, and his
holics Anonymous.
was a powerful personality that carried
immense sincerity and conviction.
My recollection of his account of that conversation is this: First of all, you frankly At this time (1932-34), the Oxford Group
told him of his hopelessness, so far as any had already sobered a number of alcoholfurther medical or psychiatric treatment ics, and Roland, feeling that he could esmight be concerned. This candid and pecially identify with these sufferers, adhumble statement of yours was beyond dressed himself to the help of still others.
a doubt the first foundation stone upon One of these chanced to be an old schoolwhich our Society has since been built.
mate of mine, named Edwin T. [Ebby]. He
had been threatened with commitment
Coming from you, one he so trusted and to an institution, but Mr. H. and another
admired, the impact upon him was im- ex-alcoholic “O. G.” member procured his
mense.
parole, and helped to bring about his sobriety.
When he asked you if there was any other
hope, you told him that there might be, Meanwhile, I had run the course of alprovided he could become the subject coholism and was threatened with comof a spiritual or religious experience – in mitment myself. Fortunately, I had fallen
short, a genuine conversion. You pointed under the care of a physician – a Dr. Wilout how such an experience, if brought liam D. Silkworth – who was wonderfully
about, might remotivate him when noth- capable of understanding alcoholics. But
ing else could. But you did caution, just as you had given up on Roland, so
though, that while such experiences had had he given me up. It was his theory
sometimes brought recovery to alcohol- that alcoholism had two components –
ics, they were, nonetheless, comparative- an obsession that compelled the sufferer
ly rare. You recommended that he place to drink against his will and interest, and
himself in a religious atmosphere and some sort of metabolism difficulty which
hope for the best. This, I believe, was the he then called an allergy. The alcoholic’s
substance of your advice.
compulsion guaranteed that the alcoholic’s drinking would go on, and the allergy
Shortly thereafter, Mr. H. joined the Ox- made sure that the sufferer would finally
ford Group, an evangelical movement deteriorate, go insane, or die. Though I
then at the height of its success in Eu- had been one of the few he had thought it
rope, and one with which you are doubt- possible to help, he was finally obliged to
less familiar. You will remember their tell me of my hopelessness; I, too, would
large emphasis upon the principles of have to be locked up. To me, this was a
self-survey, confession, restitution, and shattering blow. Just as Roland had been
the giving of oneself in service to others. made ready for his conversion experiThey strongly stressed meditation and ence by you, so had my wonderful friend
prayer. In these surroundings, Roland Dr. Silkworth prepared me.
H. did find a conversion experience that
released him for the time being from his Hearing of my plight, my friend Edwin T.
compulsion to drink.
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came to see me at my home, where I was dilemma had been created by my comdrinking. By then, it was November 1934. pulsive drinking, and the deep feeling of
I had long marked my friend Edwin for a hopelessness had been vastly deepened
hopeless case. Yet here he was in a very still more by my alcoholic friend when he
evident state of “release,” which could by acquainted me with your verdict of hopeno means be accounted for by his mere lessness respecting Roland H.
association for a very short time with the
Oxford Group. Yet this obvious state of In the wake of my spiritual experience,
release, as distinguished from the usual there came a vision of a society of alcodepression, was tremendously convinc- holics, each identifying with and transing. Because he was a kindred sufferer, mitting his experience to the next –
he could unquestionably communicate chain-style. If each sufferer were to carry
with me at great depth. I knew at once I the news of scientific hopelessness of alcoholism to each new prospect, he might
must find an experience like his, or die.
be able to lay every newcomer wide open
Again I returned to Dr. Silkworth’s care, to a transforming spiritual experience.
where I could be once more sobered and This concept proved to be the foundation
so gain a clearer view of my friend’s ex- of such success as Alcoholics Anonymous
perience of release, and of Roland H.’s ap- has since achieved. This has made conproach to him.
version experience – nearly every variety reported by James – available on an
Clear once more of alcohol, I found my- almost wholesale basis. Our sustained
self terribly depressed. This seemed recoveries over the last quarter-century
to be caused by my inability to gain the number about 300,000. In America and
slightest faith. Edwin T. again visited me through the world, there are today 8,000
and repeated the simple Oxford Group AA groups. [In 1994, worldwide memformulas. Soon after he left me, I became bership is estimated to be over 2,000,000;
even more depressed. In utter despair, I number of groups, over 87,300.]
cried out, “If there be a God, will he show
himself.” There immediately came to me So to you, to Dr. Shoemaker of the Oxford
an illumination of enormous impact and Group, to William James, and to my own
dimension, something which I have since physician, Dr. Silkworth, we of AA owe
tried to describe in the book Alcoholics this tremendous benefaction. As you will
Anonymous and also in AA Comes of Age, now clearly see, this astonishing chain of
basic texts which I am sending to you.
events actually started long ago in your
consulting room, and it was directly
My release from the alcohol obsession founded upon your own humility and
was immediate. At once, I knew I was a deep perception.
free man.
Very many thoughtful AAs are students
Shortly following my experience, my of your writings. Because of your convicfriend Edwin came to the hospital, bring- tion that man is something more than ining me a copy of William James’s Variet- tellect, emotion and two dollars’ worth of
ies of Religious Experience. This book chemicals, you have especially endeared
gave me the realization that most conver- yourself to us.
sion experiences, whatever their variety,
do have a common denominator of ego How our Society grew, developed its Tracollapse at depth. The individual faces ditions for unity, and structured its funcan impossible dilemma. In my case, the tioning, will be seen in the texts and pam-

phlet material that I am sending you.
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You will also be interested to learn that,
in addition to the “spiritual experience,”
many AAs report a great variety of psychic phenomena, the cumulative weight
of which is very considerable. Other
members have – following their recovery
in AA – been much helped by your practitioners. A few have been intrigued by the
I Ching and your remarkable introduction to that work.

Please be certain that your place in the
affection, and in the history, of our Fellowship is like no other.
Gratefully yours,
William G. W.
Copyright © The A. A. Grapevine, Inc., January
1963
In practicing our Traditions, The AA Grapevine, Inc.
has neither endorsed nor are they affiliated with Silkworth.net.
The Grapevine® are registered trademarks of the AA
Grapevine, Inc.

DR. C. G. Jung’s reply to
Bill W.’s letter
Copyright © The A. A. Grapevine, Inc., January
1963

January 30, 1961
Kusnacht-Zurich
Seestrasse 228

Mr. William G. W.

Alcoholics Anonymous

Box 459 Grand Central Station
New York 17, New York
Dear Mr. W.:

Your letter has been very welcome
indeed

I had no news from Roland H. any more
and often wondered what has been his
fate. Our conversation which he has adequately reported to you had an aspect
of which he did not know. The reason
that I could not tell him everything was
that those days I had to be exceedingly
careful of what I said. I had found out
that I was misunderstood in every possible way. Thus I was very careful when
I talked to Roland H. But what I really
thought about was the result of many
experiences with men of his kind.

His craving for alcohol was the equivalent, on a low level, of the spiritual thirst
of our being for wholeness, expressed in
medieval language: the union with God.*
How could one formulate such an insight
in a language that is not misunderstood
in our days? The only right and legiti-
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A. A. Grapevine, Inc., January 1963
mate way to such an experience is that it
happens to you in reality, and it can only
Copyright © The In practicing our Tradihappen to you when you walk on a path
tions, The AA Grapevine, Inc. has neither
which leads you to higher understandendorsed nor are they affiliated with Silking. You might be led to that goal by an
worth.net.
act of grace or through a personal and
honest contact with friends, or through a
higher education of the mind beyond the
confines of mere rationalism. I see from
your letter that Roland H. has chosen
the second way, which was, under the
circumstances, obviously the best one.

The Grapevine® are registered trademarks of the AA Grapevine, Inc.

You see, alcohol in Latin is “spiritus,” and
you use the same word for the highest
religious experience as well as for the
most depraving poison. The helpful
formula therefore is: spiritus contra
spiritum.
Thanking you again for your kind letter.
I remain yours sincerely,
C. G. Jung
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Stories

I am strongly convinced that the evil
principle prevailing in this world leads
the unrecognized spiritual need into
perdition if it is not counteracted either
by real religious insight or by the protective wall of human community. An
ordinary man, not protected by an action from above and isolated in society,
cannot resist the power of evil, which is
called very aptly the Devil. But the use
of such words arouses so many misstates that one can only keep aloof from
them as much as possible.
These are the reasons why I could not
give a full and sufficient explanation
to Roland H., but I am risking it with
you because I conclude from your very
decent and honest letter that you have
acquired a point of view above the
misleading platitudes one usually hears
about alcoholism.
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Preface

The Game and How It Is
Played

T

his booklet was put together for the
purpose of helping the chronic alcoholic/ addict and their families and friends
to understand the true nature of their
problem. It also may help them understand why they may have failed to this
point in recovery. My name is Art and I
am the Program Director for The Wilson
House. The sole purpose of The Wilson
House is to help the homeless alcoholic/
addict that everyone else has failed with.
The first part of the booklet shares with
you some of what I have experienced
in over 30 years of work with chronic
alcoholics and addicts.

O

n June 11, 2000 an addict, a person I knew, came to my home to help
another addict, who I was working with,
move into a trailer I had on my property.

All three of us were involved in AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) and I was sponsoring the fellow he came to help. This man
had knowledge of a handgun I kept in
my truck. After a little time of visiting,
we went to the store and then to lunch.
Upon returning to my home, we exited
my truck. I always locked the truck with
the power door locks. The truck had a
seat in the back where this fellow sat
right behind the passenger. On exiting
the truck he must have pushed the lock
button to the unlocked position.

The program we use and live by is
rooted solely in the 12 steps and the
12 traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous.
The minimum recovery time we have
found for the chronic alcoholic is about 2
years 9 months – 1 year in our in-house
program and 12-14 months in our halfway house.

In my opinion that is the only way he
could have gotten back into the truck.
I guess no one will really know what
exactly happened because shortly after
we got back, this fellow got back into my
truck, took my handgun, then got back
into his truck , which was sitting in my
front yard, and committed suicide.

If the alcoholic/addict reading this really
wants to get sober, we can help. The
back section of the booklet contains
stories of some of the people that are
involved with the Wilson House. Please
read their stories. You just my find
yours in there. Please feel free to contact
us at any time.

It has been two and a half years since
that act took place, and without a doubt
has caused negative reactions in my life
and with all the other people involved in
his life.

The Wilson House
P. O. Box 2461
Lakeland, FL 33806
863-859-7503

i

At the time this happened, I was and still
am involved with a halfway house that I
helped start about 8 years ago. We have
been dedicated to helping in the recovery of the homeless alcoholic and addict.
We work with the people who are the
chronic of the chronic. Most people that
we work with have failed in every way to
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problem. A lot of people in AA today,
who did not get to the chronic stage
Without the right help, these guys stand
of the disease, do not fully understand
rarely have any chance of sobriety.....
what has to be done either.
only an alcoholic death. By the time
they get to us they are at the end of the
You have to understand the problem
line, just like I was. They all have tried
thoroughly before you can work on the
to commit suicide in one way or ansolution. There are a lot of books on adother. Unless you have ever been there,
diction and any good psychiatrist can tell
it is hard to understand that mind-set.
most addicts and alcoholics why they do
There is a hopelessness that only can
what they do.
be described as a life of hell without
end. No matter what they do or try, they
So why, when armed with that knowlfail; they feel that they are a burden to
edge, can’t they get sober? In my own
themselves and the world around them.
life I thought if I knew why I drank, I
Everyday gets worse and the pain of livwould be able to quit. There are volumes
ing becomes so great that they must get
written on why. Knowing why will not
out of it any way they can, and they do it
get you sober any more than knowing a
with drugs and alcohol or suicide.
person has a bad heart is going to help
with the bad heart. Sure, you can help by
At this point they are not capable of
quitting smoking and eating healthier
work or any kind of relationship unless
foods, but if the heart is severely damit deals with escape. The main purpose
aged it is going to take a good heart docof their life becomes escape from the
tor to really get recovery going.
pain.
get sober.

So why can’t a psychiatrist help in the recovery of an alcoholic
or addict by pointing
out why?

Just before Thanksgiving of this year my
stepdaughter, a beautiful 36 year old
woman, lost her fight with addiction and
took her life. There is a whole world of
empty souls around us and very few of
us understand why or how to help. By
the time they have reached this stage of
addiction, just about everybody, including themselves, has given up hope.
Why have these people failed? Well I
can tell you this; it isn’t because they
wanted to! Nobody gets up one morning and declares, “Well, I guess I’ll be a
drunk and dope addict, sounds like a
great career choice!”

Why most of these people fail is the
same reason the doctors, psychologists,
social workers, family members and a
lot of treatment centers fail with them.
They lack the understanding of the real
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In the chronic alcoholic and addict, the
psychiatrist fails is because they believe
that if a person understands the reason
for their problems they should, with
therapy, be able to recover. With most
mentally ill people, this standard
solution works as often as not. The
reason it doesn’t work with the chronic
alcoholic is the problem doesn’t lie with
a mental illness. The symptoms of
mental illness displayed by the person
are only symptoms of the real problem.

Preface
Mental illness is caused mostly by
this stage of the disease has failed. There
emotional or physical damage and a
seems to be no way out to them and the
majority of the truly mentally ill people
people around them. Their lives have
don’t use drugs or alcohol the way the
become so painful that even the drugs
alcoholic or addict does. Today, mentally and alcohol no longer help. All they are
ill people stand a good chance of living
faced with is a living hell for them and
in some form of permanent recovery, but anyone involved with them.
not so with the chronic alcoholic and
addict. That is not to say that after we
At this time, maybe I should introduce
get sober and might still have some
myself. My name is Art and I’m an
mental ticks, that the doctor can’t be
alcoholic...... the very kind that I have just
helpful. Am I saying that the alcoholic or
described to you. So how did I find my
addict is not mentally ill? No! When we
way out of that living hell, and put
are in the throes of our addiction, we are together 30 plus years of sobriety? The
flat “nuts” to put it in layman’s terms. We same way every other chronic alcoholic
beat our wives and children, drive drunk and addict has. We must first know the
and kill people in doing so. We rob, steal, game, why we play it, who is really in
cheat and lie and cause a great portion
charge and what’s the solution.
of the crime in the world. We also make
most of our own physical problems.
At this time I disagree with some people,
Before all the chronic alcoholics and
and that’s all right. I am the one who
addicts I have ever worked with got
lived through the last 30 years and like
sober, they despised who they were to
every other recovering alcoholic, have
the point of trying to take their own
learned that I have really never been in
lives. They were tired of living in and
control of my life.
causing pain.
For some of you, the statement I am
If you think the picture I am painting for
about to make might make you scowl.
you is hopeless, you ought to see it from
Please just continue and you might stay
the person’s eyes who is living it and
to pray. The subject I am about to depart
really doesn’t want to: the tremendous
on is one that is not truly understood by
guilt, self loathing, the absolute horror of most people. All Alcoholics and Drug
acts committed while in the power of
Addicts Suffer From a Spiritual Disthis disease.
ease!
So why don’t these people, if they feel all
that pain, stop the very actions that hurt
them or others? Most normal people
stop when they do something that hurts
them or another. So why don’t these
people? If you point out bad behavior,
make them understand what caused the
behavior; they should be able to stop.
That thinking makes sense to the
doctors and the person himself. So when
this doesn’t happen, they are all amazed
but not as amazed as the person himself.
To them everything they have tried by

“The Realm of the Spirit”. What is the
spirit? According to Webster, it is a life
giving force, the presence of God. But
also in Webster there is another definition of the spirit, a personified supreme
spirit of evil, the presence of the devil.

I know for all you people caught up in
the major religions this sounds very
much like what Holy men of all major
faiths talk about, preach about and warn
against. But is there really a God, and if
there is, does He have a counter spirit,
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the devil?

Preface

I was brought up in the Catholic faith,
and all I can really remember with all
that Sunday school education is if you
didn’t obey God you were going to hell!
Just a personal note here: I know where
hell is; I was a resident there for years.
You see I thought you had to physically
die to get there! I didn’t know it really
was a matter of my spiritual condition.

But wait, I’m getting a little ahead of
myself here. So let us, just for discussion
sake, say that there is a realm of the
spirit and all these Holy men, preachers
and religious people are right. So we
have God the Spirit of Light on one end
and Lucifer the Devil, the Prince of
Darkness on the other. How would all
this play out in my life? Because if this
situation is true, from as far back as I can
remember, I was not a child of God. My
acts were definitely not Christian in any
light. When I was active in my addiction
I was the devil himself. For 19 years I
carried out some of the most violent acts
towards myself and others! I stole,
cheated, robbed and used sex to a point
of total self -disgust. At the end I was
only looking for a way out. This great
pain called life was not worth another
minute, so I tried to take my own life!
About a month before this I was approached by a fellow that I was working
with at the time. He asked me if I would
like to get off that roller coaster I was on.
At the time I was my usual friendly self
and told him to piss off. But now what
did I have to lose? I got a hold of this
fellow and he took me to my first AA
meeting. For the first time in my life I
found where I fit. This was the start of
my way home.

The Way Home

T

he first question you have to ask
yourself is, what is home? I was told that
for the children of God, home is living in
the Spirit of God’s will - living for the
first time without fear, guilt or loneliness
and not letting anger rule. For the first
time you’ll experience something that no
chronic alcoholic or addict has ever fully
experienced in his or her lifetime. It is
absolute freedom from bondage of self! I
am about to make a statement that
might make a few people laugh. “Every
alcoholic or addict I have ever met is a
child of God”. Well you might say to
yourself as I did, that if that’s the case,
then why do we do the most horrible
things to ourselves and others? Certainly
the God of Goodness and Light really
would not want to claim us as His
children.

“The biggest lie the devil tells the world
is that he doesn’t exist”. When my first
sponsor told me I was a child of God, I
just looked at him and shook my head. I
told him if I was a child of God I had a
real funny way of showing it, or maybe
this sponsor of mine had not been
listening to what I had been telling about
myself. So I said to him, if I am a child of
God, why do I act like the Devil? He just
laughed and told me I really didn’t have
much to do with the way I had been
acting. Then he told me the very thing
that every alcoholic and addict wants to
hear - “you are really not at fault”. “Well
hell,” I said, “that’s what I have been
telling people around me for years”.
“Yes,” he said, “but deep inside, you
thought it was a lie.” He was right.
So what you are telling me now is that I
really didn’t have control, I only thought
I did. “Right” was his answer! Well your
next question probably would be what
mine was. “How can that happen and I
have thought all this time I was the one
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making all these great decisions?” “Real
that horror and pain, thinking they
easy,” he said. “What we are dealing with caused it all.
is the master of deception and his
direction.” At that point I had to just stop “The ultimate victory for the dark side” At
him. I asked him how was he so sure that this point I had a very hard time trying
I was a child of God. He just smiled and
to fully understand what was being told
said, I said the very same thing about ten to me. I had to admit I knew nothing
years ago to my sponsor.”
about the spirit or if there was any such
thing. But if what he was telling me was
The answer to the question is simple.
true, it would explain a lot of the contraHow do I know you’re a child of God?
dictions I had felt most of my life. I was
Because only a person with deep
also told that the intellect was the
convictions of right and wrong can have
window of the mind and the emotions
the great guilt you feel about the way
were the window to the soul or spirit. In
you have been living. We are born with
the uninformed, the emotions will
that conviction and only the true
always over rule the intellect, (E/I = D)
children of God have it. Truly evil people The intellect is the direct result of the
are not guilty about performing evil acts, mental experience and the emotions the
they actually get empowered by them.
direct result of the spiritual experience.
They do not have to drown their guilt in
If this was true, then that would explain
alcohol or drugs.
why I would let my anger and fear time
and time again override my common
Only children of God will get so disgustsense. I was told at the time that the
ed with the way they are acting that they spirit was always stronger than anyone’s
are willing, in the end, to take their lives
will whether it was the Dark side or the
if they can see no way out. They truly
Light Of God. The second most powerful
believe, at that point, they are evil and
thing in this world is the spirit of
hate themselves to the core. At that point darkness and only God’s Light has the
the disease, the Devil or whatever you
power over it. God’s will always dewant to call it, has completed its task, it
stroys the power of evil by exposing its
has completely defeated and killed the
lies. At this point you may have the same
very thing it hates the most, a child of
question that I asked. If this is true that
God, and all the while convincing that
there is a God and a “dark force” in the
child that it’s truly its own doing. “Evil
world and I am born a child of God, how
does not bother Evil”, only God’s chilhave I been an unknowing tool of this
dren can feel the true pain of it.
dark side? Where have I not been doing
the right things and living in God’s will?
The same virus cannot destroy itself, it
At this point I was told to just relax. We
must have a healthy body to invade to
had to go all the way back to my childstart its destruction. So it is the great
hood for the answers to those questions.
pain that the alcoholic or addict is in that
tells the true nature of who he really is.
The Set Up
The upheaval inside them, against this
evil that possesses them, is a battle that
becomes so great and painful that they
hy does the chronic alcoholic and
will strike out in any direction they can
addict display behavior that is destructo stop the pain it is causing. If they
tive to themselves and the world around
never know the real truth they will die in them? If most alcoholics and addicts are
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honest with themselves, they will tell
Example- If I get into this relationship I
you they really don’t know why they act
will get all I need to be happy.” “If I take
out the ways they do. We know that
this pill it makes me feel better.” “All I
destructive behavior is destroying us but really need is a couple of drinks to feel
we don’t have the ability to stop it, and
right,” and so on and so on and so on!
cannot really understand why.
The spirit is a two way street. If the
The real problem starts at a very young
spirit is fed by a childhood of security
age. Parents of the alcoholic or addict
and true love, it grows strong in the
that read this, at first may get real
Light of God with the cornerstones of
defensive. Please be patient. Read this
love and high self-esteem. If the spirit is
chapter all the way through before you
fed negative thoughts and feelings or
decide if this makes any sense or not.
suffers physical or mental abuse, in
essence is not nurtured, the Dark Side of
If there is one common trait with all
the spirit will move in. Then this child is
alcoholics and addicts..... it is because
set on a course of trying to get or
deep inside they feel unloved and there
demand from the world around him
is good reason! From the time as far
what he doesn’t feel on the inside. His
back as they can remember, they have
life becomes a constant quest for a fix in
never felt secure. Nurturing: To care for
whatever form it takes; money, sex,
one in a loving manner.
relationships, etc.
Every child must feel loved and secure
from the very start of life or they will
have emotional problems and low self
esteem. Two ingredients are needed to
set the stage for this thing we call
addiction or the disease; personally, I
call it the devil. Call it anything you like,
just remember that it destroys more
people than anything else on earth.
When a child is brought up in an environment of negativity and physical or
mental abuse, the results are always the
same: a child with insecurity and a deep
feeling of not being loved. As a result, the
child will look to the outside world for
some peace of mind, because he or she
has no inner peace. When we take
something from the outside to overcome
the feelings on the inside, that is what
we call a FIX. We are trying to fix an
inside problem with an outside solution.
Why doesn’t this work well? - Simply
because we are trying to solve an
emotional problem with an intellectual
solution.

In dysfunctional families, children are
really treated as burdens to the parents
instead of the true blessing they really
are. If poor, the parent constantly
struggles with trying to provide for
themselves as well as the children. If the
parents are alcoholics or addicts, there is
no way they can take care of themselves,
never mind the children. But whether
from the penthouse or the poor house, if
your parents were dysfunctional, they
will pass it on to you. For most dysfunctional families it has been this way for
many years. Remember this has nothing
to do with intellect. True happiness only
comes at the emotional level and that is
governed by the spiritual condition.

The building of an emotionally happy
person is the direct result of good
parenting, PERIOD! We are talking about
people who are truly secure and happy
with themselves and the world around
them. Most mothers today have to work
outside the home. Young children are left
with baby-sitters and day-care. The
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Preface
financial security is far outweighed by
any true nurturing and emotional
My intellect tells me if I have enough
security for the young ones. Most people money, I will be forever happy. But if you
would say they were working hard for
are trying to get happiness and inner
their children. In their hearts they think
security out of money, it doesn’t work.
if they have enough money, it will
Money and possessions are of the third
produce greater happiness for them and dimension. True inner security only
the children. Ask young children what
comes from the spirit of God, who is in
they would rather have, a mother to love the fourth dimension.
and guide them or more money?
The spirit and only the spirit governs
You see that the big lie this thing tells us, how you feel. The Dark side would like
and tries to keep us focused on, is that
to keep you in the dark from the true
money and things equal happiness. A lot answer to happiness. It would like to
of people and world governments rely
keep you focused on money and things.
totally on money for their security and
If you are an alcoholic or addict, your
happiness. Part of the American Dream
value system must change. Money and
is being free to make more money. This
possessions must be replaced by the
means we can buy more things and that
quest for God’s will. The third dimenwill make us happy.
sion’s value system doesn’t work. You
need to start walking towards the Light.
Well, we are the biggest financial success
in the world. We consume most of the
resources in it, and we also have one of
the biggest alcohol and drug problems.
So what happened? Should money be
our final goal for happiness? - Only if you
believe the big lie.
I was brought up believing that to be a
success you needed to have a good job,
nice clothes, nice house in the right
neighborhood and a new car. Television
and our whole culture put this message
out. That value system is wrong. Sure we
all need shelter, food and clothes but
where we live and what we own does
not make us who we are!
For the children who feel bad inside the
only direction they can go toward is that
value system. They start to get fixes at a
very young age, trying to get some peace
of mind and happiness from people,
places and things. But no matter what
relationships they get in, where they live
or what they own, the insecurity, fear
and loneliness always return.

“You need to start
walking towards the
Light.”
vii

Stories to
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progressed to doing drugs. Grades fell,
I felt more separated from my family.
Guilt, shame, and remorse were even
greater. So my solution increased.

I joined the Air Force and got married.
Essie and I joined a church. Things
were going well. She got sick and was
diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis and
totally bedridden within six months. I
took care of her for twelve years until
I couldn’t do it anymore. I put her in a
nursing home where she was raped. I
blamed God and myself and didn’t care
about myself or anyone or things. This
negativity went on for many years. I
got remarried because I was lonely and
the drinking and drugging cost me that
marriage. It went on for years. I quit a
job of twenty three and a half years to
get away. Moved to Florida, and remarried the same woman. I stayed clean
for around a year, then back at it again
because I still had this empty hole on the
inside that I was trying to fill with relationships, money and drinking. It cost
me the marriage again, and also another
relationship of two and a half years.

My Name is Ron, Alcoholic,
and Addict

I grew up with a family whose father

rarely showed any emotion if any, pretty
much like his father. My mother drank
beer, as did my grandfather. They raised
us the best they could.

I had my own business for 5 years that I
lost along with everything but a few personal items, and an old van. Was kicked
out from where I was living with my
girlfriend because of using crack. I had
nowhere to go, I believe I got a moment
of clarity and saw the reality of where
this disease was taking me, to prison or
death, because I wanted to kill myself
at the time. I had to go to detox and try
to get help. I didn’t want to, it was the
only place left to go besides the streets,
because everyone was tired of me lying
to them, manipulating them, stealing
from them.

From a young age I felt distant and not a
part of “the family.” I don’t remember a
lot of positive discussions on family matters. The only discussions were when
someone did something wrong. So I
grew up distant and negative which increased over the years. We moved when
I was around thirteen out of state, no
friends, new school which left me feeling
even more alone and fearful, negative.

I did meet a couple of guys just like me
and started drinking around that time. It
made me feel good, no problems, I could
fit in. I found a solution to problems I
didn’t even really know I had. Drinking
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In detox I was told of the Wilson House,
that it was a tough place, but the people
that completed the program got sober.
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helping others today. We can deal with
So that’s where I went, where I came to
AA. I was in the house with a group of
life on life’s terms through the twelve
guys trying to do the same. They were
steps of AA today.
like myself. I fit in. I found unconditionToday I’m living in my own home. Been
al love there. We were taught what our
working a job for over a year. Life isn’t
problem is, and that there is a solution.
Others were trying to do for us what was perfect today, it is better on my worst
day, than my life was before on its best
done for them. I saw others with a good
day.
life, happy even though they still had
life’s problems. I wanted what they had.
I relapsed once in the halfway house after thirty days. Learned I hadn’t learned
enough to know the problem. Discouraged by the powerlessness that I had
over what controlled me. I also left once
for around an hour trying to get back in
with my girlfriend, whom I learned I was
emotionally dependent on.

“It’s almost two years
later. A new freedom
has been given to me
today. A happiness
never really known before. A relationship
with a higher power,
whom I know as God.”

Now I have today only. By doing what
we are taught through AA’s twelve steps
and the AA big book. It’s almost two
years later. A new freedom has been
given to me today. A happiness never
really known before. A relationship with
a higher power, whom I know as God.
Myself along with others who got sober,
together share a new life, a rebirth.
Know we try and do for others through
AA what others did working with us. I
personally thank God daily for this way
of life. Feeling comfortable in my skin,
and having a desire to do God’s will,
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friends over who did. Dad would have a
glass; I think he hated the taste, because
he never finished his. Seemed to me he
always came home from work in a bad
mood. When he was in a rage he would
beat us physically and mentally abuse
us. I felt that I could not escape from his
wrath. My mom didn’t do anything to
make me feel secure at home. I had my
first drink at age thirteen. It was beer
in a German Gousthous, which is like an
English pub. In Germany there was no
age limit on drinking beer, so me and my
friends bought beer and wine whenever
we could. I started to drink like an alcoholic from the first drink. I would binge
until I threw up or ran out of money or
both. I liked the effect it produced. My
very first drink made me feel part of
everything and everyone. From then on
I was focused on what alcohol could do
for me.

My name is Dale and I am an
alcoholic

H

ello everybody, my name is Dale
and I am an alcoholic. I was born in Ft.
Gordon, Georgia and my dad was in the
Army. I lived most of my growing up
years surrounded by the military way of
life, moved every three years to a different place. I lived in Germany twice, been
to Iceland for a few hours, and visited
Mexico. I was on a transport ship line
twice across the Atlantic. From all the
moving around in my growing up years,
I really did not form any permanent
relationships or made friends easily. I
had always felt like an outside, different
from others.
My dad and mom did not drink alcohol.
Maybe on a rare occasion when they had
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At this time my drinking was sporadic
until I did drugs to just see what effect
they would produce. I wanted to be accepted by my peers that were outsiders
like me. I started skipping high school in
the tenth grade by getting either high on
pot or having a few beers and then hide
out in the library in a corner for most
of the day. Then I just skipped school
altogether, dropped out and got my GED,
and enrolled in a Tech school to study
electronics. I was interested more in
getting high than studying. One day in
class I flipped out of my mind on some
drug I took from a friend, I couldn’t get
the screaming voice out of my head,
and I thought I was going insane. I got
home and went to bed and stayed there
for two days. I wouldn’t move out of my
room for nothing. I would not go outside
around people unless I had something
to drink to calm my nerves. Now alcohol
became necessary to calm me down
and feel normal. I started the pattern at
working at any job that I could find and
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still go out at night and drink at the bars. until oblivion. I would get so bad that
Then I decided to enlist in the Air Force
I had to go to detox in Bartow. I would
because I felt not out of duty, but bego to dry out for thirty days and in the
cause it was familiar, since I grew up in
back of my mind I was convinced that as
the military. I went in and my drinking
long as I did not pick up the first drink I
did not change, it just got worse. I drank would be okay. By going to AA meetings
until I was drunk every night. It ended
I would somehow get my life back on the
up where I was late most of the time and right track, by hanging out with the right
my commanding officer was fed up with
people there that they would rub off on
me and I was discharged after a year. So me somehow.
my pattern was set for the next seven
years, moving from one place to another, I was not really ready to follow directions. I would go back to drinking,
one state to another, one job here and
thinking maybe I could control it in
there never really settling down or finsome form or another. The longest dry
ishing what I set out to do. I was using
period I had was almost a year. I went
people, places, and things to get what I
wanted. Drinking was my main concern. to a treatment center in 1985, and lived
in a half way house in Orlando. I went to
a junior college there, I did not complete it. I came back to Lakeland where
I was a manager for a fast food chain,
got married and divorced after three
years, and ended up drinking again.
From then on I could not stay sober for
more than maybe ten months at a time,
then 9 months, 8,7,6,5, etc. It just got
worse. More treatment centers, a lot of
detox, jail for public intoxication, spouse
battery, and a DUI, repossession of my
truck, horse trailer, debt, ruined job opportunities. No friends or family everyand I ended up in the hospital for five
one disowned me. No more places to go,
days. It was there at the hospital in
except I ended up at a place in Okeecho1984 that I walked in the room of AA for bee that was a Christian based treatment
the first time. At this first meeting I real- program. I stayed there for two weeks
ized that I was not alone. There were
until I got an opportunity to go back to
other people there just like me and I had West Palm Beach at the VA where there
never before felt welcomed when I was
was a half way house for veterans. So I
in a room full of people. I had attended
went there in October of 2002. There I
that meeting a couple of times after my
lived at the half way house and worked
discharge from the hospital. I knew I
at the VA. I managed to stay dry for over
had a problem with alcohol and there
two years. I hadn’t managed to stay dry
were people who had found a solution,
for a ling time until then. I was going to
but that was not enough for me, because weekly counseling, and AA meetings, but
I was not ready to quit drinking yet.
still was not committed to the program.
So I went back to drinking and it was
I relapsed in February 2005 and dried
still getting worse. I drank more and
out again in March. By then I had it
started blacking out at times. I drank

At about 28 I started
drinking in the morning
and all through the day
until I passed out. It
got worse and worse,
until my body could not
handle it anymore
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and also my sponsor Scott; I now realize
in my mind that I was crazy. Back in
that God will do for me what I cannot do
Lakeland to start a new life here – geofor myself. It is working, this spiritual
graphical change – I hated West Palm
program, as
Beach. Saved up my money weekly at
the VA and came to Lakeland this year in
February. I had all the good intentions
of finding a job and a place to rent but
after a few days I started to drink. Then
I went to the hospital with pancreatitis
and stayed five days. I called my brother
Matt and he offered to let me stay at his
place for a few days. I managed to stay
for two weeks. I was on the streets now
drinking and sleeping in back yards and
at publix drain pond. I had enough of
this shit and walked to Bartow Detox.

I have received a better life than I have ever
imagined. Now I look
forward one day at
a time, to see where
God would have me
be, instead of the old
dreaded fear of what
might be.

Desperate to go anywhere that I could
find help, I spoke up and said I wanted
to go to the Wilson House when there
was a bed open. When someone else
decided they did not want to go at the
last minute. It was at the Wilson House
that I finally learned the truth about this
disease. With the help of Art’s guidance
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working in hospitals, hotels and resI am Bill D, and I am an
taurants to make a living along with
Alcoholic
my retirement pay. After a year of this,
things got worse for me. At the end of
my drinking career, I was close to losing
started drinking when I was young,
my wife, my business and close to bankaround 8 or 9. My dad drank pretty
ruptcy. Alcohol had won! It beat me into
heavily everyday. I’d lay on the floor by
seeking help. I went to the hospital and
his chair and when he drank himself to
after 2 days they had to let me go. They
sleep I would drink whatever he left in
said that “my insurance wouldn’t pay for
the bottle. Sometimes there was a little,
my treatment.” That same night, I went
other times there was a lot.
to an AA meeting and asked for help. I
I got a job in a private country club. I
was lucky to meet Dick, Peter, Dillon and
worked in the men’s locker room shining a couple of the other people. They gave
shoes, and cleaning up. The locker room me their phone numbers and said, “If I
had small bottles of whisky in the bar,
wanted help to start calling them.” The
which I would steal and drink while I
next morning I did start calling them. I
was walking home. I liked it a lot. When was told what meetings to go to. I went
I could I would get beer to drink. I liked
where they told me. Dick gave me his
it better.
address after a couple of weeks of me
calling and going to meetings. I went to
After I quit high school, I joined the
his house and was introduced to Art, Lee
Army and that made my drinking even
and another guy. I was given a sponsor
easier. The beer was real cheap, so
that didn’t last long. Dick then became
I drank a lot. I was sent to Vietnam,
my sponsor. Dick asked, “Was I willing
where it was even easier and a lot cheap- to do whatever it took to get me sober?”
er. Most of the year I was there, I don’t
remember a lot. I stayed drunk most
of the time. There just wasn’t anything
else to do. All the people I hung out with
drank like I did. So we would take turns
buying the beer. We spent our off hours
drinking and chasing women. That also
became another problem for me. I got
addicted to them. After a few years of
that the problems started at home. I
started stealing and cheating everyone
As for my family, things have turned
I could so I could take care of my bad
around and we are able to have a very
habit.
good life together. I have made amends
to my wife, children and now with my
I got a second job to take care of my
family. My support group I now call my
habit. For the most part of my Army
friends. I am able to be happy, joyous
career, I had a second job. I worked in
and free at last.
restaurants, hotels and a few gas sta-

I

Ten years later Dick is
still my sponsor and with
others I have a wonderful
support group and family.

tions where I learned to steal my beer
when I was short of money.
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After I retired from the Army I started

Now, thought them, I am able to give
back what was so freely given to me and
help others find a wonder life.
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any problem.

I started drinking beer with my father
at the age of 12 after long days work on
the farm. This continued through high
school and then in college combined
with hard liquor with beer. During college I started having what I now understand to be blackouts. Upon graduation
from college I got married and started
raising a family and began a career. The
alcohol consumption actually decreased
during this period.

I was fairly successful in my career and
I thought in my family life. I had substituted a career for alcohol. After losing
my family, I kept my career moving
forward. Alcohol again became an important part of my life. Blackouts again,
but I was still ignorant or in denial of the
disease. This continued for another 10
years while my consumption increased
and the disease progressed.

It became obvious to many close to me
that I had a problem. Year after year I
knew I needed to quit. I couldn’t! I tried
everything to find a solution not wanting
to admit that I truly was an alcoholic. I
stayed in denial until mentally and physically I was functioning at about 40%

Chronic Alcoholic, Dick J.

K

nown family background of Alcoholism: Mother, Brother, 3 Uncles.
Mother and Brother, both recovered
through the program of AA.

My mother was an active member of AA
so I stayed away from her, visiting only
once a year or so. When she ended up
on her deathbed, I promised her that I
would give AA a try. I stayed dry for a
year in AA because of that promise. I did
most of the things I was told to do, sponsor, step meetings, speaker meetings
and discussion meetings; this is enough
for the normal alcoholic, but not me and
I didn’t know why. I was unhappy and
I decided that alcohol was my solution
and it was.

Mother died after 18 years of sobriety:
Death NOT due from any complications
resulting from Alcoholism.

All three uncles died as a result of the
disease: 1 from suicide, 1 from cirrhosis
of the liver, and 1 from poor health as
the result of continued use of alcohol
and other drugs.

At the time of the above deaths my family did not talk about or recognize the
above deaths as being cause by an illness
called alcoholism. So I proceeded into
teenage years completely ignorant of
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For two years I drank till I almost killed
myself from poor health. A friend, who
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drank as heavy as I did, told me I needed
to get help. That convinced me to call
my brother who had six years sobriety
and was an active member of AA. He
suggested that I return to AA for myself
and he agreed to be my sponsor. For a
while I did not want to admit that I was
powerless and only a Power Greater
than myself could restore me to sanity. Nor did I realize that I couldn’t do it
alone, it is a WE program. When these
three facts became a reality great things
began to happen.

excitement and daily
freedom and joy knowing that my Creator
has done for me what I
could not do myself.

I attended a step study meeting with
about six or seven other recovering people. They seemed to be a little different
than most of the other people I had met
in AA. I was curious and continued to
come back to this weekly meeting. Before long I realized why I identified with
this group. THEY WERE TRULY FIGHTING FOR THEIR LIVES. Dr. Silkworth in
“The Doctor’s Opinion,” in our textbook
called Alcoholics Anonymous described
this same type as “Chronic.”
From this group after meeting every
week for almost five years and from the
mentor of the group, Art H.; we came
to the conclusion that we needed to
give more back to the AA community
and specifically the Chronic Substance
Abuser. (This described our group.)
Thus the idea for a half way house
sprung into life. February 17, 1964, a
corporation of “The Wilson House, Inc.”
became a reality. One year later the 1st
house, a halfway home for the helpless,
hopeless, homeless, chronic substance
Abuser.

What has emerged from this has been
an act of Providence. For this Chronic, it
has changed and saved my life.

Today there is an
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said that I had fifteen minutes to cry and
then to finish my homework. I didn’t
cry. I just sat there not sure what to do.
I knew that there had to be a mistake... I
was wrong. He was gone.
I began to become more and more
withdrawn. I never really made friends
easily as it was. I became a daydreamer,
always living in some fantasy in my
head. I was always a hero. I was always
brave. I was always saving somebody.
In reality I was none of these things. I
was just a confused little boy that didn’t
know much of anything. I felt alone and
afraid. I imagine my father felt much
the same way when he was little. I was
fertile ground for the disease to grow. I
believe I was an alcoholic long before I
ever took my first drink.

Normal

I was born into an alcoholic family. I

didn’t know that when I was a child
but looking back it sure explains a lot
of things. All the things that seemed
normal to me weren’t so normal to other
kids. The yelling and screaming and arguing; I thought that was the way things
were supposed to be. My parents were
divorced, remarried and divorced again
by the time I was seven. I don’t remember too many specifics but I do remember always wanting to spend time with
my dad. Usually my mother wouldn’t
allow it because my father was always
drunk. I simply thought he was sick a
lot. I didn’t know any better. By the time
I was eight my mother was remarried to
another man and my father was around
less and less. Months would go by and I
wouldn’t hear from him at all. One night
I was up in my room that I shared with
my stepbrother doing my homework
when my stepfather came in and told
me that my father had passed away. He
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That day came when I was sixteen years
old and was working at McDonald’s. The
store was closed and we were finished
cleaning up. The manager had gone next
door to the liquor store and brought
back some beer. I was too afraid to say
“no” and drank along with everyone
else. I just wanted to fit in. It tasted
horrible, but something happened to me
that night; something that I had never
remembered feeling before. For the first
time in my life I felt like I belonged. A
warm feeling swept through my whole
body and I felt absolutely wonderful. I
didn’t have a care in the world and best
of all I was no longer alone and afraid. I
had found the answer and it was alcohol.
I could talk and joke with everyone,
where I would normally sit in silence
and just watch others, I was now part of
the group and the best part was that the
girls laughed at what I said. They smiled
at me! They liked me! I drove home that
night with one eye closed because I was
seeing double and had bed spins too...
this was the best day of my life!!
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My head was spinning trying to grasp
I woke up the next morning feeling sick
what I was seeing. My father had blown
and throwing up. Any normal person
his head off with a shotgun. This just
would have learned a lesson but not me.
couldn’t be true but here it was right beI couldn’t wait to do it all over again. I
fore me. I was the eight year old boy all
had found the answer to the loneliness
over again and again I didn’t know what
and fear. Alcohol made me the person I
had always wanted to be. This was going to feel. All those same feelings came
back. I felt lost, alone and afraid. How
to be great. I drank every chance I got,
could he have done that to me? Father’s
which was never often enough. By the
don’t do that to the son’s. I started to
time I was seventeen my friends were
fill with anger and rage. I was sad ten
already giving me a hard time about
years ago but now I was full of hate. I
my drinking. They said I drank differhated him for leaving me, for doing what
ently. They said that it wasn‘t normal to
he did. He was a coward and a loser. I
throw up and then continue drinking.
would never forgive him.
I was just having a good time is what I
told them. They didn’t understand me
I didn’t say anything to anyone about
anyway. They were just trying to ruin
what I had found out, but people noticed
my fun. I thought it might be time for
that I was different. I began to drink
some new friends and started hanging
more than ever and usually passed out
out with the “party” people. Things got
when I drank. No one wanted me to
better and I got my first real girlfriend.
come to their home because everyone
Life was good.
was afraid I would get sick and pass out
in their house or in their yard. I quit
Later that year I went to New York to
college. I quit my job, and I got my first
stay with my grandparents (the parents
DUI. This was only the beginning.
of my real father) for a month. I stayed
in my father’s old bedroom. It had been
As it turned out everyone had known
almost ten years since my father died
about my father but me. It was a big
and I guess I was pretty much over it. I
secret and everyone thought I should be
thought it was a little creepy that the
room was still full of his stuff, but I didn’t kept in the dark. Anger consumed me
and I acted out against anyone or anypay it too much mind. One night after
thing that was good for me. Everyone
everyone had gone to bed I was snoopthought I was going to go the same route
ing around in the desk drawers and
as my father and I didn’t really care.
came across a whole bunch of letters
Anyone that tried to intervene in my life
that were written to my grandmother.
was the enemy. They didn’t understand.
They were all saying pretty much the
They couldn’t understand. I only had
same thing. Everyone was sorry for her
one true friend and that was alcohol.
loss and didn’t know the right words to
Alcohol made all the pain and the memosay. They were obviously talking about
ries go away. It was the only time I was
my father so I kept reading through
truly happy. Alcohol was everything
everything. What I read next changed
to me and for the next ten years I lived
my life. There was a newspaper article
and a death certificate. I read them both liked there was no tomorrow, because
I didn’t care if there was a tomorrow.
several times knowing something must
be wrong. They said that my father died Also, I was still full of hate for my father
and I was overflowing with arrogance.
from a self inflicted shotgun blast to
Not only was I going to live past the age
the head… It didn’t make sense to me.
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of 29, the age my father was when he
day of her life.
died, but I was going to do it my way. I
The blackouts had become a daily thing
was going to show everyone that I could
handle the drinking. Remember, alcohol and I was losing larger and larger blocks
of time. I was even starting to worry a
was my friend, my only true friend.
little that perhaps everyone around me
I showed everyone that I could handle
was right and maybe, just maybe I had
it. I lived to 29 and I only got two more
a problem. I certainly wasn’t going to
DUI’s and had my first visit to rehab. I
admit it, but inside I knew something
only went to make my grandparents
was wrong. I had to do something
and parents happy, I didn’t really need
and decided to quit for a while just to
it! I drank the first day out; not because
see if it would help my situation. The
I had to but because I wanted to. I was
problem was that when I tried to stop I
in charge of my own life and doing just
became very ill and didn’t know what to
fine. One night I was out with a bunch
do. I was very frightened and thought
of girls and they were singing karaoke. I something was really wrong, I didn’t
was drunker than usual and actually got
realize I was going through withdrawal.
up on stage. It was here that I met my
I was throwing up and sweating but
future wife although I didn’t remember
something inside said, “take a drink as it
it in the morning. I was going through
will be okay.” So as crazy as it seemed I
my normal morning ritual of trying to
made a drink and drank it straight down.
make myself look presentable for work
It burned my throat, but felt so good.
and trying to remember what I had done Within a half hour I was not only not
the night before. I remembered meetsick anymore, but I felt great. Ahhhhh.
ing someone but didn’t have a clue as
Alcohol was indeed my friend. I hadn’t
to what she looked like or even what
even made it 24 hours, but all the pain
her name was. I went back to the bar a
was forgotten. I was back on top of the
few days later and there she was. She
world. Already, I had forgotten the pain
said she really liked me and thought I
of only a few hours ago.
was smart so I asked her to marry me.
I worked really hard at trying to make
We spent the night before our wedmy life manageable. By this time my
ding smoking crack and drinking. We
wife had conceded that I was not going
were up all night and the wedding was
to quit drinking and became my numscheduled for 11:00 AM. I made it there
ber one enabler. She took care of all my
on time and was completely trashed. I
needs. She covered for me anytime I
made it through the ceremony without
wasn’t able to go out. She made excuse
passing out but begged my new wife to
after excuse for me to my work, my
take our wedding cash we received and
friends, her family, my family. More
go get some crack so I could stay awake.
often than not I wasn’t in any condiI was walking through the streets of
tion to be around other people. I was
Wilmington still dressed in my tuxedo
trying to buy some drugs. Even the dope constantly embarrassing her in public
with my insane behavior. One Saturday
man was making fun of me and sent me
she was going to the mall to get her hair
away. We went to our hotel and my wife
done. I had a few shots before we left
was in tears, or so she told me, I was
the house and hit the bar as soon as she
passed out and don’t remember a thing.
went to the salon. I thought I’d surprise
I got up the next morning as if nothing
her with a gift so I went to the jewelry
was wrong. She said it was the worst
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store and left with a $12,000 ring that I
we left the house I would pretend to
presented to her at the salon. I thought I forget something and run back inside, I
was being the greatest guy…. she thought didn’t have much time so I just guzzled
I was being a total ass. She begged me
it straight from the bottle. I would run
to take it back, saying that we couldn’t
back outside and get in the car and my
afford it. I laughed and told her she
wife would just look at me, she gave up
was being stupid as usual. Later when I
saying anything long ago. She knew and
passed out she went up to the store and
he hated me for it but she never did anyreturned the ring. She was thoroughly
thing about it. She had already conceded
embarrassed and tried to talk to me
defeat to the disease. I on the other
afterwards. I laughed at her and made
hand thought I was the one in control. I
her feel even worse. I was really good
just chose to drink because I liked it. It
at putting her down. It was my way of
was fun!
keeping her down and me on top… in
Well, I ended up leaving my wife because
control.
she was absolutely no fun anymore and
I didn’t realize it at the time my constant she had gotten fat. I was getting a lot of
feeling of inadequacy, my fear of not
attention from girls at work that were
being good enough drove me to drink
very sympathetic to my sad situation
and drug even more. Drinking was the
of the unloving, uncaring wife. I was
only time that I felt good about myself.
such a great guy every girl would be
Any other time was spent waiting to
lucky to have me. That is what was in
get that drink, to get that good feelmy head, but it turned out none of these
ing that I knew was waiting for me. I
girls would put up with the drinking so
didn’t care about anyone or anything
I ended up living alone. This seemed
else. My whole reason for living was to
pretty good at first but it wasn’t long
drink. I really believed that was what
before drinking consumed more and
I was meant to do. I did it so well. If it
more of my time. I began going home for
weren’t for all the interference of others
lunch and having a few shots with my
I would be just fine. Inside yet, somesandwich. This worked out so well that I
thing gnawed at me because I was also
started having a few shots before I went
very self conscious of the amount that
in to work in the morning. I felt great
I was drinking. I stopped at different
but lived in constant fear of someone
liquor stores every day because I didn’t
smelling alcohol on my breath. I knew I
want the cashier’s to think I was drinkwould lose my job. I had to cut out the
ing so much. Even at the stores I would
morning drinking. I tried but I couldn’t.
pretend to be shopping for a party I
I shook too much and I would feel sick.
was having. I would talk to myself out
Knowing that a few shots would ease
loud so that others would hear me and
my pain, I gave in and went back to the
think I was having all kinds of people
morning drink I would rather deal with
over. The reality of the situation was
the fear of being found out instead. I
that it was just a party of one. I didn’t
just hoped that day would never come.
have to hide my drinking at home, my
I came up with a brilliant idea; I would
half gallon of vodka sat on the counter
take a leave of absence from work and
right next to the refrigerator, yet I still
slowly wean myself off of the alcohol.
had bottles hidden all over the house.
This failed miserably and I began to
I was so afraid of being without my
become really affected by the massive
alcohol, my security blanket. Every time quantities of alcohol that I was consum-
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ing. My mind was playing tricks on me
decided to have a couple drinks while
and thought I was losing my mind. In
they were gone. It tasted sooo good
a drunken stupor I called an old friend.
and felt even better than I had rememShe came over and I wouldn’t answer
bered. My confidence was restored
the door or the phone. She called the
and they noticed a change in me. I was
police. They broke down my door and
laughing and smiling. My mother was
found me in my closet with a blanket
so happy. She thought I had made the
around me rocking back and forth. I
adjustment… I was drunk. Within a few
had my vodka bottle in my hand. I was
days I had emptied out the .whole liquor
talking to myself. This was to be my first cabinet and filled the bottles with water
visit to the psychiatric ward.
and food coloring to match the original
liquors. I was so smart.
They detoxed me and kept me for a few
days. Fear kept me from drinking for
Unfortunately alcohol’s effect on me was
about a week, but eventually I took that
changing. The “good times” were short
first drink and I instantly forgot about
lived and were replaced with misery,
all the pain and misery that I felt inside.
guilt and shame. So I drank more, but I
Shortly after this my grandparents
didn’t feel better. I only wanted to die.
passed away and left me a considerable
I called 911 and told them how I felt.
amount of money. I quit my job and
Within minutes four cop cars were out
took up drinking and crack smoking
in front of my parent’s house. What had
full time. Money is the root of all evil
I done? I was terrified but eventually
and it quickly escalated my situation to
they talked me into opening the door.
severe in the eyes of everyone around
This was my first time in the psychiatme. I got three more DUI’s (that’s six
ric ward in Florida, but it was not to be
total) and had two more visits to the
my last. I was Baker Acted three more
psychiatric ward. Still, the consequences times but I still didn’t really see that I
of my drinking were not severe enough
had a real problem. I was just misunthat I was willing to change. I attended
derstood. I knew that I drank too much
some AA and got counseling. I even
but that couldn’t be the problem. For
admitted I was an alcoholic but so what,
so many years it was the solution and
I just drank too much; that’s all. It was
even though it didn’t work as well as it
no big deal. What was a big deal was
did I still didn’t see it for what it truly
that the money ran out and I realized I
was. I was drowning in denial and deluwas incapable of holding a job. My drug
sion. I ended up back in AA and even
use worsened also and I began to run
got a sponsor. I stayed dry for 90 days
up big tabs with the local drug dealers.
and a little bit more, but inside I was
When I had money I was always good
more miserable than ever. I didn’t dare
for it, but now I was just a con man and
tell anyone that. I was supposed to be
I wasn’t running a very good game. I
happy, joyous and free. What a crock
definitely feared for my life and when
this whole AA thing is! I’ve had enough
my mother offered me a place to stay in
of people telling me what to do.
Florida, 1500 miles away, I took it. I left
I had gotten a decent job, a decent place
everything behind and got on a plane.
Things seemed better but that was short to stay and a girlfriend. I had liquor
hidden all through the apartment and
lived. My parents thought I was clean
outside too. It was in the bushes and the
and sober. One day while they were
trash cans, but I didn’t have a probout I opened up the liquor cabinet and
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lem. Every time I got caught I swore
I woke up the next morning and realI wouldn’t do it again and moved my
ized I had missed the meeting. For some
bottles around. My girlfriend kicked me
reason I was really upset with myself. I
out eventually, but she always took me
looked at my vodka bottle and knew it
back. It got to be a little game we played. wasn’t even enough to last past noon. I
I pushed it too far and got thrown out
didn’t care and just started drinking.
for good. I was living in a sleazy hotel
Then I realized that I had twenty bucks
and making it to work, but I was out
from the night before and I set off to get
of money. I had a plan. I would live at
some crack. All that did was make me
work in the warehouse! Nobody would
want more and I loaded up the company
know and everything would be okay. I
truck with a co-worker’s scooter and I
was brilliant…That Friday I borrowed
headed into town to sell it. I sold the
money from everyone at work that
scooter and gave the company truck to
would give it to me because I was going
the dope man. I didn’t even think of the
to have a great weekend. I woke up Satconsequences, besides he said he would
urday morning and drove the company
bring it back by in the morning. Morntruck up to the liquor store and then to
ing came but he never returned. How
get a pizza. I went back to work and sat
was I going to explain this? My mind
by the retention pond with my liquor
was racing as people were beginning
and my pizza. This was great. Then I
to arrive at work. I was still drunk and
blacked out, the next thing I remember
high but I was dressed for work. I didn’t
is it’s about 4:00 PM and my half gallon
have a clear thought in my head until
of vodka is half gone and all I wanted to
something happened and for a brief
do was die! “Why does this keep hapmoment I could see the insanity of my
pening to me?” I was crying and afraid
situation. I picked up my empty lunch
and all I could think to do was call AA.
bag and started walking down the street,
Someone came and picked me up and
away from work. I hid in the bushes and
took me to a meeting. All I remember
watched everyone arrive. I was afraid
is crying a lot and asking why is this
and alone. I was sobbing uncontrollably
happening to me? “Because you’re an
looking at the reality of my situation. I
alcoholic” someone said to me. All that
had come to the conclusion that I simply
did was piss me off. I wanted to get out
had to kill myself. There was no other
of there but I had no way home (the
way out. I thought of all the people I
warehouse at work.) After a few hours
had hurt, people that I supposedly loved.
someone did take me back to work and
I had become a burden to them and
gave me $20.00 and his phone number.
everyone that knew me. Suicide actually
He told me to come back tomorrow. I
made perfect sense. I now understood
honestly was going to. I sat there in the
how my father must have felt that day
dark warehouse afraid to turn the lights
when he killed himself. This was the
on for fear of being caught and tried to
only thing left for me. Everyone would
figure out what to do. My answer was
be much better off with me gone. It was
right in front of me, vodka. I had already settled. I reached into my pocket to get
forgotten the pain and misery of a few
my cell phone so that I could call my
hours before and took a drink, it burned
girlfriend and tell her what I was about
as it went down but it felt good, everyto do. What I pulled out was a slip of
thing was going to be alright. I drank
paper with a phone number on it. It
until I passed out. It was so comfortable, was from that guy at the meeting that
it was all I knew.
gave me the twenty bucks. I couldn’t
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even remember his name, but instead of
really believed that everything would be
calling my girlfriend I dialed his number. alright. For the first time I felt a twinge
He answered and somehow I asked him
of hope that I truly could live without
for help. I don’t know where the words
alcohol and drugs. At that instant I saw
came from, they just came out. He told
myself for what I really was a chronic
me to stay there and he would come and alcoholic and addict and that was okay.
get me. I panicked and called him back,
Maybe I did belong here.
telling him that I had made a mistake
That was a year and a half ago and I can
and I didn’t need any help. Again, he
honestly say that I definitely did belong
told me to stay put and I did. The only
there; although there were plenty of
explanation is that God did for me what
times when the disease told me otherI could not do for myself. I can’t explain
wise. I was told that if I didn’t run then
the feeling I felt other than I was no
I would get the education that I needed
longer afraid. I sat there patiently in the
to fight this disease, because it never
bushes until he arrived and he took me
goes away. I learned that it is cunning,
to detox. He stayed there with me until
baffling, powerful, and patient, but with
I got checked in and then he left. I’ve
the help of others I could follow a path
never seen him again. I couldn’t begin
to understand the compassion one could that they blazed. All I had to do was to
do what they did and I would have a
feel for another person and wanting
spiritual awakening, a complete change
nothing in return. It baffled me. Little
in feeling and outlook toward life. They
did I know that I was getting ready to
told me I would learn how to love
begin a journey in which I would learn
unconditionally and that I would learn
that and so much more.
to accept people for who they are and
I came to be at a place called “The
more importantly I would accept myself
Wilson House,” a recovery house for the
just as I was. They told me that I would
homeless, chronic alcoholic. As bad as
learn all these things and more on a path
my situation was I didn’t think I was that to a new life. They told me that I would
bad. Once again, I had forgotten the pain never have to drink again!!
and suffering from only a few short days
At the time it seemed like a tall order
before. They gave me a book to read,
but I can honestly say that everything
The Wilson House Book. As I started
they told me was true. I learned to love
to read it, I began to cry. The author
myself like God does. I learned about
described exactly how I had felt my
forgiveness and so much more. Today
whole life. He explained why I felt that
way and I cried even more. Then he said it’s not about me, it’s about what I can
do to better serve God. I have a purpose
that there was a way out, a way to live a
life without all the fear and pain. He said and that is to stay sober and to help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety. I am
that I hurt so much inside because I was
a child of God who had been led towards still taking small steps day by day but in
that I am always moving forward. I am
darkness by none other than the devil
always asking God to show me his plan
himself. He said that I had been confor me today and to give me the strength
trolled by this evil for most of my life.
and the courage to carry it out. I live
That it wasn’t me that did all those horrible things. You may or may not believe my life by the twelve steps of Alcoholics
Anonymous as taught to me by a bunch
what it says but it made perfect sense to
of people I didn’t even know and now
me. For the first time in my life I think I
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it is my responsibility to do the same
for someone else. I used to be alone
and afraid. Today I am surrounded by
people that are on the same spiritual
path that I’m on and on that path no one
Art was right, I am a child of God.
ever needs to be alone. Every morning
I remember that day in the bushes and
everything that led up to that point and
know that I never have to go back there
My name is Bob and I’m an alcoholic.
again and every evening I thank God for
another wonderful day of sobriety. Today, in sobriety, I’m learning how to be a
better person than I ever thought I could
be and all this is due to a loving and
forgiving God that I found at “The Wilson
House.” Life is wonderful!!

ter person than I ever
thought I could be.

If you feel like I felt then “The Wilson
House” can help.

Willingness and openmindedness are essential, but in the meantime
just don’t disbelieve
and don’t run. There
is a better way, I promise you it works.
Today I have a job, and a house and a
car and a scooter. I have a girlfriend
(the same one that kicked me out on
the streets) that is in Al-Anon. I have
a terrific relationship with my family
and I have lots of friends today. Most
important of all is that I no longer have
that empty hole inside. It’s now full of
love and hope and faith. My relationship with God is the foundation on
which I now stand and in faith I know
that there is nothing to fear. By putting
my life in God’s hands, all is well, and
those are not just words. In sobriety,

I am becoming a bet-
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a beer drinker and has always been that
way. I never saw a problem. He would
work all day and sometimes he worked
two jobs. When he came home he would
do his chores, he would sit in his chair,
watch TV and drink beer. Around the
holidays, it was a family get-together
with Hi-balls or Sombreros’, but never
any abuse that I could remember.
I guess in some ways I have always
respected him for everything he did for
his family. As a young child I remember
saying to myself that when I grew up
that I wanted to be just like him. To get
married, have a family work hard and
come home and drink beer.

I do not remember when I had my first
drink. As a young child whoever went to
the refrigerator and got him a beer could
open the can and have a sip of the suds
off the top. I think I made more of my
share of the trips to the refrigerator.

Just a Beer Drinker

Dave, alcoholic and grateful to be so-

ber is writing this. God willing, this will
not be the last honest thing I write.

The beginning of my life, I grew up in a
small town in Massachusetts. I am the
3rd oldest of 8 children and the first of a
twin. I grew up in what could be considered a “normal” middle class home. Dad
worked and mom stayed home most of
the time. She would take jobs outside of
the home once in a while. Mom and dad
are still together today after 50 years of
marriage. Growing up we did not have
many of the extra things, but we always
had what we needed, even if they were
hand me downs.

As far back as I can remember I was
always different from the rest of my
brothers and sisters. It was like I did not
fit in. I was never treated different, but
just felt that way.
Alcohol was always around. I can’t remember it ever being abused. My dad is

My first real drinking experience came
when I was 14 years old. A friend and
myself were taking a short cut to school,
through a path were someone had hidden a 6 pack. Se we drank them all before we got to school. I drank my share
and I was drunk, but somehow I didn’t
get in trouble.

I didn’t start drinking right away, but
I drank when I could. I was about 15
½ years old and my parents had some
friends who owned a restaurant and I
got a job as a dishwasher. I always got
along with older people better than kids
my own age. I made friends with one
of the cooks. It was not long and I too
became a cook. We hung out together
and drank every night. What he didn’t
supply me with I would steal from the
restaurant. When I got my driver’s
license, I was off and running. I was an
honor student for the first 3 ½ years of
high school, but the last ½ year I just
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me to get a job and pay rent. So we went
got by. I showed up when I wanted, and
to live with her parents. They said we
did just enough to get by and graduate.
could stay there rent-free as long as I
When I got out of high school in 1976, I
went right to work at a Chevy Dealership got a job and saved money for our own
place. That didn’t work out either. By
working on cars. I was 18.
now my drinking was out of control. I
In the summer of 1976, I met my first
had to drink to survive. Her parents
wife. We started dating and partying,
said, “my wife and daughter could stay,
but I went to work every day for a while. but I had to leave.” So I did. I didn’t care
After dating for awhile she got pregnant
anymore and was on the streets and
with our first daughter. We got marcrashing wherever I could; back yards on
ried in May. My daughter was born in
lawn chairs, anywhere, it didn’t matter.
August. Things went okay for awhile; I
In July or August of ’79, my parents’
was being just like dad, or so I thought,
friends told them about a place called
working hard and coming home to
Framingham Detox. It was a fancy place
my beer at night. I did not sit home at
with tablecloths, games and a TV room.
night watching TV and drinking beer. I
I went there 3 times and really liked the
wanted to go out and have fun. My wife
place. My parents talked me into going
wanted me to be responsible and stay
home. I started going out once in awhile. to a half way house. There I had my first
It was not long before I was going out on real exposure to AA. We had a group and
Friday nights and not coming home until went to outside meetings. I was sober
a couple of months. I got a job, making
Sunday night. I started missing work.
When I found the morning drink, I knew money and saving some too.
it would help.
My wife and I started talking about getting back together again. I was sober
I got my first DWI in 1978. Back then
for about 3 months. We decided to get
they didn’t treat DWI’s like they do
an apartment. The day before I was to
today. I just went to drinking classes,
leave the halfway house, I went out and
paid a fine, and didn’t lose my license. I
got drunk. I know today I was not ready
remember picking up a 6 pack for the
to be sober and be responsible. I vanride back home.
ished from late 1979 until fall of 1982.
Things at home were getting worse. I
No one in my family, my wife or friends
was missing work, falling behind with
knew where I was, what I was doing. If I
the bills and my relationship with my
was dead or alive. For a while I got into
wife was pretty bad. I blamed everymy share of minor trouble, but nothing
thing on getting married too young and
major. I went in front of a judge that I
having too many responsibilities, never
had been in front of a couple of times beblaming it on alcohol. Well, what can
fore. He said the next time I was in front
you say when you are in a bad relationof him to bring my toothbrush. I knew
ship? Have another kid; my wife got
what that meant and did not want to do
pregnant with our son. He was born
any real time. So like a good alcoholic, I
in June. I lost my job in March before
moved.
he was born. I got money wherever I
Nothing changed there except I learned
could from friends and family. We were
thrown out of the apartment, so we went how to play the system. I found detox
centers and half way houses and used
to live with my parents. They wanted
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them. When I was too sick or it was too
I met my second wife in 1983 at an AA
cold outdoors, I would check into one
dance. She was not in the program but
until I was better physically, financially
her dad was. He died shortly after we
or until the weather warmed up. Then
started dating, but he was sober for 13
back to the streets. I did not care who
years. We got married and I was still
I used as long as I got what I wanted,
active with the program. I was doing
which was another drink. I stole, paneverything I should be doing. Looking
handled and sold blood. It didn’t matter. back, I stopped growing at step 5 but
I slept in abandoned houses and cars
was still spiritual. My 3rd child was born
until I checked back in somewhere. I
in late 1984. I brought my father-inam not bragging or boasting, but in the
law’s house from the estate. We fixed it
3 year period, I was in detox 90 to 100
up and lived in it for awhile. My knees
times, 11 halfway houses and had many
had been bothering me; the cold was
stays in lock up. There was this place
making them worse. We sold the house
call I. M. H. It was a mental hospital. I
and moved to Florida. I went to a few
liked it there best; I fit in and felt like I
meetings off and on. I convinced myself
belonged.
they were different and I did not like
them. Gradually I stopped going and
Finally in 1982, I checked into Talbot
other things in my life took priority,
house, a halfway house. I wanted to
thinking all the time that I was spiritual.
get sober and it was starting to get cold
again. But thank God, for some reason
In August of 1991, we adopted a baby
he felt that I had had enough and put the girl; 18 months old. Life was pretty
desire in me to stay sober. I went in and
good for awhile. Gradually my wife and
listened and did what they told me to
I started to grow apart. We had differdo. I got active in the program and got a
ent interests and started to argue and
sponsor. I was there a month and found
fight. We were separated for awhile to
out I had a warrant out for my arrest for
have some space and get into counselwriting bad checks. I turned myself in
ing. Nothing happened and I was feeling
to face the charges. I was going to jail
sorry for myself and picked up a drink.
for 3-4 weeks while I was waiting trial.
I was back into the grips of my alcoholWhen I went to trial, the Judge gave me
ism. Drinking, getting drunk, hiding my
probation. The Talbot House took me
beer and habits, missing work, going
to work drunk and thinking about my
back. There I got involved with AA. I
next beer. I lost my job and home and
joined a group and went out to meetwound up back in detox again. I stayed
ings and shared stories. Back then it
was what I like to call the “old” AA. They with friends. I was in and out of trouble
with the law. All the time I was drunk.
used to say in your first 90 days to sit
In 2001 I totaled my car and went to
down, shut up and listen. We were told
jail. One day I went to my probation ofthat “we had nothing to offer, and it was
ficer drunk. He added more time to my
good for me.” They had beginner meetings for your first year. That is where I
violation. That was not a wise thing to
studied steps 1, 2, and 3 over and over. I do. The whole time I was there I did not
blame God, but wasn’t going to ask Him
was told not to move until my sponsor
for help either.
said so. After the first year I did my 4th
and 5th steps. I was able to contact my
I had what I hope to be my last beer,
family to let them know I was alive.
eleven days after my release from jail.
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I have a relationship with my God and
My family tried to take me to detox. At
my children. My relationship with my
this point I was so physically sick that
wife is not what I wanted. There are too
I needed medical care. I was so out of
many differences but I wish her the best.
control the police were called and I was
I hope she can find what she wants or
taken to Peace River for 2 or 3 days for
my own safety. I left and walked outside, needs.
God again had plans for me. I knew that
Things have not always been easy. There
if I did not get help I would drink and be
has been pain. But thank God, the Wildead today.
son House, my support group and AA. I
may not have everything I want but I do
I went to Detox and was told that this
have everything that I need.
was my 6th admission in a year and that
I could not stay. But God again helped
and let me stay the night. I went to an
AA meeting there; some people from
the program gave me their numbers and Thank you!
told me about a half way house. It was
the Wilson House. I called and spoke to
Dick, and later that day I met Art, butch
and Bill. This started my road to recovery and spirituality. It was not easy. I
still had my ego, but they gave me hard
core AA and love. I got a job making $25
a day and was kept away from my family. That is what I needed to do so that
I could concentrate on me and find my
God. It was not easy. There were bumps
in the road. I finally started doing what
I was told.
With the help of the Wilson House, I
started growing spiritually. This time I
did not hold back anything. They helped
me get back my driver’s license and get a
good job. The same job have now.
For family and financial reasons I left
the house. I still practice everything I
was taught; I get up each morning with
prayer, meditation and asking God to
help me line up my will with His. I ask
His help to make me a better person
today than I was yesterday. To help me
with my defects, shortcomings, to treat
everyone the way I want to be treated
and thank Him at night for a successful
and sober day.
Things in my life are really good today.
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kids. I was accepted by them and their
parents who were probably using themselves and had some kind of warped
sympathy for me.

I wanted to be accepted and liked, so the
next twenty years I lived life for the good
feeling. The best feeling I could find
were from drugs and alcohol and they
felt great. I got into trouble with the law
by getting a DUI and my disappointed
family kept bailing me out. I would
move out of the state trying to either run
from the law or any problems I thought
I had in life. I would do well for awhile
only to end up using again. Eventually
something bad would happen and I
would end up running again.

My Story

I was born in Lakeland in 1973 an only

child, my parents got divorced when I
was three. I think it was from that point
that my spirit was broken. I felt it was
my fault that my dad was leaving. I
lived with my mother and stepfather.
My mother suffered with depression
as well as a prescription drug addiction, my stepfather was a heavy drinker
and frequent drug user. When I was
seven, my stepfather was sent to prison
for drug smuggling and dealing. This
affected me greatly. I was embarrassed
and ashamed of my family, I could sense
that my friends acted differently towards
me, I felt as though I wasn’t “a part of.”
Parents seemed to treat me different. I
can remember that I skipped school for
the first time then. I didn’t know how
to deal with my feelings. I did however,
meet some people that did accept me;
the so called trouble makers or cool

I repeated this cycle over and over again
and during the process I developed
an addiction. I had become unable to
function without the sense of comfort
and ease that came from my drug usage. Slowly over time I had become
unemployable, a loner. I had become so
deeply depressed I was unable to get out
of bed or even take a shower. Suicide
was looking better because at least I
wasn’t hurting anymore.
In the late summer of 2006, I had been
on a week long binge of meth and pills,
when I returned home broke and detoxifying. My grandmother whom I was
living with at the time had taken enough
and couldn’t watch me kill myself
anymore. She said I had to leave or go
to detox. I had no other choice and had
been forced to go to detox.
While there I had gone through a benzo
detox and began plotting my next move.
The counselors were talking about the
Wilson House. I wanted no part of it. I
had felt better I wanted to go home; the
reality was that I had no home.
I reluctantly asked if I could go to the
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Wilson House. I went because there was I am a 27 year
no where else to go and I was afraid of
named Eric
any shelters or even worse… the streets.

When I arrived, I walked into a group
and they asked me why I was there. I
said “to get help with my drug addiction,
I can’t stop and don’t know why.” You
see, up to this point I always had an answer to why, and it defiantly wasn’t me.
It had always been everyone else’s fault.
This of course was part of my insane
thinking I would later learn more about.

It was at the Wilson
House that I had first
heard what the realm
of the spirit was and
how my spiritual condition governs my feelings and therefore my
actions.
I had been ignorant to the truth about
why I was the way that I was and that I
wasn’t in control of my life. The answer
was I had to recover, had to fight for it.
What I am battling is the second most
powerful thing in the universe being God
as the more powerful source. This battle
was too hard for me.

old alcoholic

I came to Lakeland with the clothes on

my back, with an alcohol and drug addiction. I started using drugs heavy when I
was 14 years old. My addiction was full
blown in 2 years. I was shooting heroin
by the age of 16.
In the 9th grade, I got kicked out of
school for selling drugs. I hurt everyone
that stood in the way of my drugs. The
ones I hurt the most were the ones that
loved me the most. I thought it was
entirely my fault. I thought my life was
destined to end in pain and misfortune
at an early age. Everyone in my life told
me that would happen. I used the drugs
to cover up the guilt and fear that was so
deep inside me. I remember feeling bad
for the things I had done.
My addiction took me to the streets and
prison. By the time I was 18 years old.
I had been in prison for over two and
a half years, and my addiction lead me
to an abusive relationship. I went to
an abandoned furniture warehouse in
Tampa to live. I had to accept the fact
that my life was in the commode. I was
surprised about my plight.
When I was in prison I was my own
judge, jury and executioner. I had not
intended for those things to happen. I
knew something was definitely wrong
with me. I always felt different. There
was something wrong with me. I was
just one step slower, one arms length
away from everything that was right. I
made horrible decisions and had poor
judgment concerning everything. This
was all before I went to the Wilson
House where I found a better way
through AA.
My mother called me out of the blue on
day and asked me what was up? I told
her precisely what had been up. She
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proceeded to tell me that my father
knew someone that ran a half way house
in Lakeland, Florida. If I wanted help, I
should go talk to him. I thought about it
with syringe in hand. I thought it over
and decided I would give it a try. Looking back, it’s funny when I thought I was
done before, I wasn’t; and this time I was
scared. I’d OD’d, been to prison. What
was going to work for me?
I went to the Wilson House for the
interview. I took everything I could grab
in my arms and ran from my old life. I
was terrified and did not know what to
think. I did not necessarily want to quit
shooting dope, I just wanted the pain to
go away.
I was in bad shape physically, mentally
and spiritually when I arrived at the Wilson House in March of 2003. I really do
not remember the first couple of months
at the Wilson House. All I know is I will
never be able to give back to the Wilson
House what I received from them.
I came in a broken and confused man.
The Wilson House took me off the
streets, loved me unconditionally, and
taught me to live by principles and
virtues, thus making me a man. What I
received was an education into the disease of alcoholism and why I made the
choices I did.
Through the 12 steps of AA and those in
the Wilson House, I know what spirituality is, and I have come to know God. I
trust in this process because it is why I
am sober today.
I live in a beautiful house in Lakeland
near Lake Morton. I now have a relationship with my higher power and the
wonderful people in the fellowship of
AA. I am the assistant manager at a local
restaurant in Lakeland. I am planning to
start college in the fall.
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that followed. I was an unhappy child
and didn’t get along very well with my
classmates and neighborhood children.
I had a few friends that I ran around
with and participated in other activities but overall was restricted to church
members and local resident’s children,
where my parents had a very controlling
hand on me, though my sister raised me.
I always thought that was odd as I would
see other children’s parents’ participation in their lives and couldn’t understand why it wasn’t that way for me.

A Bed of Roses

Details of my life history, from early

childhood through adult life, are unclear
to me so I will not go into speculation
here and relate to you what I think happened, but instead deal with the overall
feelings and underlying thread of my life
as I saw and lived it.
Not unlike anyone else, there were good
and bad times, unhappy moments and
joy and I would say in mechanics not all
that different than many children I grew
up with.

My Dad worked all the time and was
rarely apart of my life, my Mother was
going through a deep depression which
lasted for years, my middle sister, 7
years older than I, was distant and
wouldn’t talk or play with me and I was
basically being raised by my older sister
who is 13 years older. This was my foundation and reality of life for the years

As mentioned my friends were members of the church we attended or the
immediate neighborhood. To this day
I view that church and environment
was my breeding ground for a thought
process that followed me throughout my
life. There were probably many wonderful people in the congregation and much
good involved behind the scenes but I
didn’t see any. I hated Sunday school or
the fact it seemed to me I had to be in
every service they could possibly think
up and I hated the rules they placed on
me even at a very early age. My parents
and the church elders lead me to believe
from the very start that this was the one
and only church and to be a member of
any other was to be doomed to hell! I
most definitely knew what and where
hell was by age 5 or 6. We sang “Jesus
loves me” and heard all the good bible
stories but I never felt it was a good
thing; quite the opposite.
There were good aspects of my childhood also - I loved flying kites, fishing
and going to Glacier Park on most Sunday afternoons in the summer months
for family picnics. We lived right on the
edge of the park in Montana and took
advantage of nature’s beauty and all it
had to offer.
Much of the focus in our family at
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around age 7 started revolving around
I did develop some very good friends
my oldest sister and I didn’t know why
at this point in my life and living in the
or what was happening and she became
Mountains of North West Montana we
the instrument of much hatred towards
were exposed to hunting, fishing, hiking
my Father for years to come. We were
and camping, second to none on the face
told she was pregnant and they were
of the earth, I do believe. We explored
moving to get away from the small town
old mines, panned for gold, swam in glascorn that was taking place. Our family
cier fed lakes, observed the most wonturned into an outcast family with my
derful wild animals anywhere. Growing
Dad and sister moving to another locaup in a beautiful place was probably
tion. As a child I remember then thinking the only thing that kept me sane as a
life wasn’t very good and I understood
child and into my adult life. (I am still an
enough about what was going on to
adamant admirer of nature to this day.)
wonder how these circumstances were
All through this and the beauty was an
going to affect me and I became very
underlying current of anger, frustration,
angry and frightened.
and unhappiness. I really hated my life
and most of the people in it, particularly
I began missing my Father terribly and
members of our church, school teachers,
felt as though my Mother was trying to
policemen, etc. I had no respect for anyovercompensate for his absence and she one in any capacity of authority. I was of
probably was at first, but as time went
the mind-set that adults in general were
on, I began feeling smothered by her. We ruining my life and I blamed my parents
continued going to church taking the rid- and the church for bringing all of this on;
icule of the entire congregation and for
but the reality was, I loved my Dad and
me, it was bad at school, church and at
just wanted his love in return. I know
home. I just wanted to go elsewhere and
now he just didn’t know how, anymore
a few months later we did move some
than I did later in life with my own son.
200 miles West of where we had been
living. I took great comfort in the fact it
I felt chained to the church, chained to
wasn’t too far from the Park, just on the
my Mother as seemingly the only parent,
opposite side. (Events that took place in
which I had absolutely no respect for.
Glacier Park throughout my life are still
My oldest sister, Faith was in and out
amongst my happiest moments.)
of my life, always in a negative way and
a few family secrets began to surface. I
Once there, we were all united and hapdo not remember all the detail divulgpy for the first time in many years and I
ing that my Mother and Father were ½
became excited about starting over. My
brother and sister. Mom had an illegitiFather bought land and started building
mate child previously to their marriage
our home, my other sister and I started
and Dad had sexually abused Faith,
school, making new friends, and we got
when they were away prior to moving to
involved in another church of the same
NW Montana. All of these family disdenomination but all new people, with
closures did not happen all at once but
life becoming bearable for a short time.
rather over a period of a couple of years
Church people began dominating my
and fed fuel to the anger I felt towards
life with rules and religious ideas I felt
the whole family, the church, and life in
were strange, my Father started working general.
all the time again and my Mother began
demanding my attention.
Anger and rage dominated my life but
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not so much as you would notice as all
became increasingly preoccupied with
outside appearances were that everythe thought of drinking, how I was going
thing was beautiful and I was happy.
to get it and where I would drink it so
What conflict, I believed it would all be
no one would find out. It just seemed to
fine if I just broke loose from all these
me the feeling I got from those effects
perceived negative influences in my life
were the true answer to what I’d been
and so I did; although, in a very destrucsearching for and how I had wanted
tive way because I felt if I was going to
to feel my whole life; warm and happy.
break free I would leave a mark behind
Nothing before, had ever produced this
no one around me would ever forget.
profound sense of relief and assurance,
that all was well with me, and the world
I can plainly see how the basis of my life
around me.
and what I was to try and accomplish up
to this point was written in stone by the
My focus was drawn to three main areas
time I was 16 or 17 years old, possibly
of: “obsessive” drinking, money and
younger. The wheels of disaster were
work. I don’t know any other word to
in full motion and I had all the tools I
describe how I felt, other than this exneeded, uncontrolled internal rage, a
tremely descriptive single word and for
thought process that was devastating,
the next 30 odd years of my life, I lived
mistrust of people in general, (especially my definition of that word without the
religious zealots), as I classified them by
slightest idea I was being used through
now and a hatred of Authority figures as the destructive process of my own
well as loss of my identity as a person
thoughts.…
with no clear value system and an undying lust for money, one very unsuccessful Going back to my life and what happen for the next 30 years by now, at
formula for life.
this point, is probably no mystery , it
I had a very good High School friend
was a succession of periods of success
whose father was an Alcoholic. I didn’t
followed by disastrous failures. I went
know what one was really. As far as my
through my first marriage due to my
parents were concerned alcohol was
continual drunken behavior, infidelity
the worst thing a person could drink
and mental abuse. Lost several good
and their belief was supported by the
jobs in succession and got asked to leave
church. Either way I didn’t give it much
town by a judge because of numerous
thought until my friend introduced me
DUI’s and the reputation of being a no
to the pleasures of Michelob served in
good drunk. In a small town once labeled
frosted mugs. I hated it but loved the efI don’t believe you can ever do much to
fect it had on me. I remember distinctly
change it given the lack of knowledge
wondering how something that tastes
and total ignorance some people have
so bad could make me feel so good. That
and choose not to change, especially in
moment change the course of my life
the early 1970’s small town Montana.
for years to come. To this day I’m nearly
We were basically classified as “hicks in
overwhelmed at the thought of the
the sticks” back then. I left town gladly
absolute power those two frosty mugs of and promptly.
beer had on my life.
I really thought the change in environIn the following weeks and months
ment would be the answer to my probfollowing my introduction to alcohol I
lems. New job, new people, essentially a
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new life, I quickly learned a valuable les- my Father and all he represented to me.
son of “I was powerless to change, and
He tried to speak to me about the God he
you can’t move away from yourself,” like said he had finally found, and I thought
was said long ago, “Where ever you go
to myself only, that this was a fine time
there you are,” never truer than a person to be concerned about me, when all my
trapped with seemingly no way out.
life I felt he intentionally stayed away.
I went to his funeral, said a few words
I knew without a doubt something was
and walked away. To me this was simply
wrong with me, I didn’t know what but
the end of a problem relationship. I was
I saw the difference in myself and what
relieved it was over.
we call normal people. I became quite
accomplished at lying and manipulation
When my son was born, I thought this
to get through life and I simply resigned
would change and brighten my life and
to the fact that I was that way and nothit certainly did that, although not for
ing was going to change it. I tried so
good. I was scared to death because I
hard for so long, I knew I couldn’t and
knew nothing about being a father other
I figured no one or nothing else could
than abusing your daughters and family,
either.
but my wife and I managed to get him
through the first six years of his life
Jobs came and went, Treatment Centers
before we divorced.
came and went, and nothing changed. I
moved to Seattle and settled into a fairly
The third item was a career change that
high paying job managing a large Body
took my ever building ego to new levels.
Shop. There I was finally asked to get
I was managing large upscale Body
help or get fired and I chose to do what I Shops, and I found I was slowly losing
could to save my job. After treatment the my hearing. I got very concerned as to
following 5 years I never drank a drop
the loss of hearing and by that time I
or took any mood altering substances
discovered it was significant. Computers
whatsoever, but looking back these and a and playing on the internet had been a
subsequent 8 year dry spell after a short hobby of mine for quite some time and
relapse were the most insane years of
I had a good friend that was a Network
my life and I’ll not bore you with the
Engineer. I was eager to learn about new
details of a long extended drunk-a-log
technology and with my admiration of
beyond a few brief highlights for underpeople proficient in computers, I went
standing of what I experienced.
back to school. Working full time in a demanding trade and attending school was
I knew my father was dying long before
difficult. I experience new found levels
he did pass away as he had spent many
of discomfort with my wife, alienation
years in a mine that produce asbestofrom the few friends I had, and worst a
sis dust as a result of their processing
form of humiliation of being associated
methods of extracting vermiculite from
with people I thought were lower on the
ore that, combined with smoking for 40
social scale than I was. I tolerated school
years, resulted in lung cancer. He suffor awhile and received an MCSE and
fered tremendously for the last year of
CNE certification. I started working for
his life and my Mother stayed right by
Microsoft and was immediately given a
him through it all. She often called me
job supervising 100 people supporting
for support and courage and I gave noth- their flagship O/S, aka. Windows and
ing back to her only anger and I disliked
Windows NT, based on my past manage-
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ment experience. I was basically on the
without the wife that I hated. I can’t
job 16 hrs a day and on call the other 8.
explain in words how lost and alone I
That type of schedule did not change for
felt right then.
the next 10 years of my life. Quickly, due
A week later I packed a few clothes
to my obsession with work and moving
and left for Nashville, TN. I didn’t give a
up the corporate ladder, my financial
goals were being met. I worked for them damn about anything but leaving town
and fear was building at what I might do.
for about a year and discovered ways
I still refused for the longest time to let
to make even more money and have
go of her, even knowing it was truly over
periods of time off so I quit Microsoft
between us.
and took up contract work. This required much travel and it gave me what I
Once in Nashville I hired an attorney to
thought was a new level of freedom and
handle the divorce. I prevented myself
power over my destiny.
from getting anywhere with it by making
death threats and harassing her until
My wife then was a very central influshe got a restraining order in an attempt
ence on me even though by the end of
to curtail this activity. That did nothing
our marriage there was no intimacy
but amuse me as I thought of how much
between us. It was a completely emogood a restraining order would be with
tionally dependant relationship in that
a bullet in her and her boyfriend’s head!
she was a care taker and I needed to be
cared for when and how I wanted to, but I was serious. Had it not been for my
sister Faith’s concern and insistence, I
as a result she became my whole world.
One of the most contradictory situations get back into some sort of reality, I don’t
know what I would have done.
in my existence was the fact I couldn’t
live with her or without her. She felt the
Deep down I knew I was in a descendsame and a few months later presented
ing spiral into hell, just didn’t know
me with a Dear John letter. I will never
what to do or how to change it. I always
forget that as long as I live, sitting at
thought that money was the solution
my computer emailing my sister and
so I kept chasing it for answers through
reading a letter that stated she could no
friends, jobs and even pleasure, or what
longer tolerate living with me. This guy
that at one time felt invincible, in control I thought pleasure was and that could be
found in the most distorted ways. Abusof his destiny, and truly a gift to the huing friends, taking advantage of the famman race in many respects, was being
ily I had left and perverted action was a
rejected and discarded and I couldn’t
small fraction of distortion I subjected
accept that.
everyone to. That consisted of doing
obsessively anything out of the ordinary
Right then and there sitting in the chair,
and I realized that fairly well summed
my life completely fell apart. I didn’t get
up who I had become. Because of this I
angry to the point of rage I simply said
ran my oldest sister out of my life and
to her “This is a shitty thing to do.” and
her three daughters, lost my high paying
walked out the door. Once outside I lit
job and moved back to Seattle, thinking
a cigarette and I remember clearly that
that being back close with my son would
my mind just went completely blank for
solve my dilemma.
a period of time. I turned away from my
doorway and went into overload wonThe one big consistency throughout my
dering just how I was going to survive
whole life remained consistent after
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my move and that is, as I know it today,
Nothing worked out between my friend
if nothing changes, nothing changes, I
and I he got tired of me very quickly and
didn’t and it didn’t. Without going into
in the course of a few angry words in
detail Seattle turned into a complete
a drunken state, I found myself on the
disaster. After about 6 months I returned streets of Ft. Lauderdale, Florida with no
to Nashville then back to Seattle. I did
knowledge of how to even survive there.
the same geographic hop 4 times in
My dad use to say, years earlier, and was
several years.
very adamant about it, “If you going to
The last job I had in Seattle I was workdo anything do it to the best of your abiling for Boeing, the politics were crazy,
ity.” “If you’re going to be a musician be
the job was crazy and so was I. After I
the best musician, if you’re going to be a
was finally asked to leave for drinking on mill worker be the best mill worker,” and
the job, I packed up my Microsoft T-shirt, the best part of his saying was “If your
given to me at a Gates gala for a job well
going to be a bum, be the best bum.” I
done, (Wasn’t funny at the time but is
know he was joking about being a bum
now.) and gave up on life.
to make a point, but for some reason
that quote stuck in my head. I could
What I was dealing with at this point
relate to you many stories about the
was being a physical and mental wreck,
streets, many humorous, many sad, and
severely addicted to alcohol, borderline
other plainly absurd but for now I will
suicidal, and had run everyone out of my only cover what I see to be significant
life near and dear to me and everyone
events.
else that encountered me as at this point
I couldn’t work, and had just acquired
I had taken my outward hatred and
another DUI.
turned it inward. I had no self-esteem,
the world and all that is in it had let
I had met a person on the internet in
me down! God, if there was one cerFlorida and conversed with him over
tainly had turned away from me or so I
a period of several years, although I’d
thought. The only way I felt I could surnever met him personally. I felt I knew
vive was stay as inebriated as possible
him quite well and I’m sure he did me. I
for as long as possible. I found hanging
made arrangements to stay with him for
around in areas of wealth gave me the
several months until I got back on my
best opportunity for acquiring money
feet so off to Florida I went.
and I knew the routine well. I ended up
being quite good at keeping myself and
I’ll tell you right now I knew I wouldn’t
my addiction financed. It still never
make it in Florida, I knew I’d be lucky
ceases to amaze me that even in a drunkto even get there let alone try and start
en state, reeking of booze, looking like
over, I didn’t have the energy or will
death, people will give you money. In the
anyway. To me doing what I was doing
little over 5 years I spent on the streets I
was signing my death warrant. I had nocan only recall two or three times when
where else to go and very little money to I didn’t have, or couldn’t acquire money
do it with. I remember telling myself that in a relatively short period of time. That
this was going to be the end one way or
fact and that of total hatred of life, set
another, either I would die on the way
the stage for the next few years.
down or die soon after I got there - the
conclusion I reached was, I really didn’t
I wondered around aimlessly spendcare either way.
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ing a summer on South Beach sleeping
is what I had lost and how significant
on the sand, traveled up to Chicago for
people throughout my life were probanother summer, until I got snowed on
ably having a joyous and happy time
and decided to leave. What was signifiwhile I was spinning in circles with no
cant about this place besides getting
one around me that cared whether or
rolled three times that summer, was I
not I existed. I woke one morning with
was introduced to what I thought was
a “hangover from hell,” couldn’t see
the most wonderful substance in the
straight, walk straight, or think, so I
world, crack cocaine, truly the miracle
decided to walk to the beach and jump
cure for all my ailments and I had many.
in the water to clear my head. On the
I acquired a bus ticket and headed back
way walking up the sidewalk, I stumbled
to Ft. Lauderdale with a new mission in
on an extended portion of concrete and
life and that was to obtain as much crack fell. This in itself was no big deal as I,
as I possibly could, and stay warm while
by this time, was no stranger to falling;
doing it.
but what was strange is I couldn’t move
afterwards and when I tried to get up, I
I had resigned to a life on the streets
couldn’t. My head was split open and
and I knew my way around and how to
blood was running in my eyes, and when
survive there. I felt after all I had done
I tried to wipe it away I couldn’t. My
to hurt everyone and ruin everything
arms were completely useless and so
around me, this was what I deserved.
were my legs. I remember distinctly goFor a time I tried to make the best out of
ing into a panic and that’s the last thing I
a bad situation but that was short lived
remember until I woke up in the emeras I soon found myself compromising
gency room in the hospital.
every value I had left in order to stay
drunk and high on crack. Nothing, I
I had a CAT scan, numerous x-rays, other
mean nothing stood in the way of my de- blood tests and so forth, with the staff
sire to escape reality in any way I could.
continually asking me questions that
Suicide became an ever present thought
seemed impossible for me to respond
throughout the day, I simply didn’t have
to. I was completely aware of what they
the nerve to do it!
were doing but couldn’t formulate a
response no matter how hard I tried. FiI witnessed just about every perverted
nally a Doctor came over and explained
thing you can think of those years on
to me I was cut and dehydrated and they
the streets. Sexual acts, drug dealing,
would stitch me up, give me some fluid
robberies, people getting beat to a pulp
and send me on my way. Apparently the
and on and on it went, many of which
scan and x-rays showed nothing to be
happened to me! You cannot even
of concern and I was just another drunk
imagine what goes on out there behind
wasting their time.
the scenes if you haven’t witnessed it on
a daily basis. I could tell you stories but
Some 8 to 12 hrs went by on an I.V. and
it’s not my purpose in this short history
the nurse came by to inform me I was
of my life.
being discharged. By that time I could
speak and I told her about not being
In December of 2001, I went on a parable to move; she just chuckled! They
ticularly lengthy binge, drinking far in
got a wheel chair and put me in it and
excess of what I normally did. Christmas wheeled me to the door. I told her again
was coming up and all I could think of
I couldn’t move and she called a police
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man over to persuade me to leave. I told
huge guy would put this belt on and with
him the same thing. He threatened to
absolutely no effort on his part I’d be
arrest me if I didn’t leave and he recited
flying around the room and all the time
he would charge me with trespassing. I
he’d have a grin from ear to ear with
simply told him to arrest me. He and the
nothing but encouraging words and carnurse both grabbed me in an attempt to
ing radiating from him. It was a healing
lift me out of the wheel chair and later
process for me just to be around Doug.
she told me it was like lifting a limp rag.
He didn’t ask about who I was or where
Everything just fell down including me.
I came from. I don’t think he cared; all
he wanted to do was help me and see
They picked me up and the nurse very
me walk again and gave me the deterfirmly stated, “Something is wrong with
mination and desire to try. I thought to
him.” They wheeled me back into the
myself then and still believe now, the
emergency area and over to x-ray for an
world needs more people like Doug and
MRI. Upon entering the “tunnel” of the
I’ve had the privilege to meet a few more
MRI apparatus, I panicked. I was in abso- since that time. The gentle kindness this
lute hysterics as fear and pain both set in man showed me was beyond descripwith a vengeance almost simultaneously. tion.
The nurse shot me immediately with
something and then went out, came back Months later I started walking again,
in and shot me with something else. I
dressing, feeding myself and so forth,
remember this distinctly, like yestermuch of this was a re-learning process
day; the first shot calmed me down but
more than it was acquiring physical
the second sent warmth and a sense of
movement through a healing process.
peace all through me. Later I found out it I worked for every little bit of success
was morphine they had given me.
I had and stayed involved in therapy
the following 6 months, improving all
It was two days and several tries later
the time as well as alcohol outpatient
before I had a successful scan and the
services they required. I attended the
prognosis was I had bruised my entire
alcohol out patient services in order to
spinal column. The Cervical 3rd and
stay at a retirement center they placed
4th vertebra had shifted, damaging the
me in for housing and care. Eight months
nerve cluster with additional spinal
later, with walker and backpack in hand,
shock as they called it, had rendered me
I left the retirement home, got drunk
quadriplegic and no one knew for sure
and headed back to the park off Las Olas
if I’d ever walk again. There was specuBlvd that had been my home for the
lation that it was a possibility I might
previous years.
remain quadriplegic for a very long time.
While in the Hospital I had applied for
I started physical therapy the day I had
SSDI through the in-hospital office. The
movement in my legs. They tied a belt
only thought at the time was it would be
around my waist and would literally
great to get paid to drink, so the wheels
carry me around the room encouraging
of relapse were in motion long before
me to try to put pressure on my legs.
I relapsed. I just didn’t consciously tag
Doug was the therapists name, and he
it for what it was and went about my
was six feet, six inches and pushing 280
business.
pounds. I weighed about 170 and for
some reason it struck me funny that this I ended up staying in numerous mis-
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sions, hospital emergency rooms, and
I ran out of money, booze and crack,
mental wards in the last two years of
still alive and kicking, angry at myself,
street life, longer than I stayed in the
the world, and everything around me I
plotted my next course of action. I had
park. I wasn’t able to function at all
drunk and disabled, much to my disgust. another 20,000.00 or more but couldn’t
People there were getting as tired of
get to it because of a payee I had to get
seeing me as I was seeing them. I just
money through as part of the requirewanted to die if that was the way my life
ments of my SSDI. I decided to go back
was going to proceed. Eventually, after
doing the things I learned to do on the
street, and by this time I was a complete
almost two years and many institutions
disaster physically, mentally and spiritulater my SSDI was approved for both a
ally.
physical and mental disability and I received 28,000.00 lump sum and 1500.00
Although I had an apartment I knew
a month indefinitely.
my roommate would never tolerate me
I was staying at a transitional housing
being home drunk or high and as I had
complex at the time of my approval, and
feared had he called the person handecided to move out into an apartment
dling my finances as he suspected I was
with another person I had met there. I
drinking and drugging. He finally got in
remember I wasn’t drinking or drugging contact with me and set up a way for all
of us to gather together and decide what
at the time and was excited about the
should be done. The only reason I particprospect of having a somewhat normal
ipated was I thought, although wrongly,
life again after many years of being out
that I could figure out how to obtain adof touch. That worked for a couple of
ditional money. What did happen is they
months, my days consisted of watching
TV and sitting in the park by the hours
decide that in order to continue with me
watching birds and the elderly; I was
I would have to get help.
bored to death.
I really don’t know why I followed their
I was going to AA several times a week
advice in this as I spent years on the
streets and I didn’t need these two peoand had an AA sponsor that was doing
all he could for me. The difficulty was he ple or in fact the money I had in order to
continue my destructive lifestyle. The
and I had no idea what the real problem
truth was I was scared far more than I
was. We addressed alcohol and drugs
realized. Had I known at the time what
and he tried to improve my lifestyle
through additional activities, but bottom was waiting me, I never would have willingly gone.
line was I really had not surrendered to
my problem which I didn’t even know
We had made arrangement to meet
what it was. So I proceeded to do what I
someone at a car lot to discuss the
did best! Kill the boredom, kill the pain
details and decide whether or not I
through my solution of drinking and I
would stay at a new half-way house.
finally attempted to kill myself through
All I wanted to do was figure a way out
an overdose of crack. Although at the
of this nightmare and head back to Ft.
time that wasn’t my conscious intenLauderdale. We found the place and I retion, the reality was I felt there was no
other solution for me but to sit in a small member thinking I wasn’t going to stay
in a recovery house owned by a used car
bedroom and smoke and drink 24/7 for
salesman in a small hick town. Once in
over a week straight trying to die.
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this house, I was introduced to the realhend even part of this truth and had I
ity of the situation which kicked in and I
not understood that, I never would have
was asked a few questions and gave my
begun to achieve, a glimpse of what
responses. The only thing I heard was it
they call living a Happy, Joyous and Free
was to be a 1-3 year program, one minilife. Happy that I’m alive, joyous in life,
mum. I was horrified to think of spendand the opportunity to be of service to
ing a year in this place particularly with
someone else when possible, and most
the guy I had just talked to. He asked
important free from the bondage I’ve
me to leave so he could speak with the
wrote about in the previous pages. There
people who delivered me, and once out
is a solution, and in that lays the answer
I went up to my old roommate told him
to what I’ve really been searching for
in no uncertain terms what I thought of
all these years, love, understanding and
this whole affair, he just laughed.
belonging.
They came out and we discussed in
length what my options were and finally
they convinced me to stay, if only for a
little while. I knew I was in for a rough
few days and the guy driving me there
was telling me what I should expect at
“the house” as he called it and really it
was all bouncing off deaf ears as I was
far away planning my exit to a nearby
city somewhere. I got enough of what he
was telling me to know I wasn’t going
to let some old jerk rule my life and live
with a bunch of babbling idiots. I was
definitely out, or so I thought, but I stuck
around though as deep down I was too
afraid to leave. I really did know intellectually and emotionally what most likely
would happen if I did leave, and that
reality kept me there and still does, not
out of fear but rather it being an integrated part of the solution maintaining a
presence within a support group.
I don’t fool myself today thinking I know
the answers, or what’s best for me. I
spent 50 years doing that and you just
read thus far where all that landed me.
My experience at the Wilson House has
shown me, if nothing else, one profound
thought that I was told and hold on to
for strength and the reality of my life
and that is “you have to surrender to
win.” A very simple statement but it was
a near impossibility for me to compre-

When I first stepped into this place
called “the house” all I heard, in a caring way, was “shut up, listen and follow
directions” and “your best thinking got
you here, why don’t you try it our way
for awhile, what have you got to loose?”.
I sat there and thought first who are you
to tell me what to do, don’t you know
what I have done and second, what a
group of lowlife individuals these were.
It didn’t occur to me I had just come off
the streets after five years. The longer I
sat at those tables and the more happy
faces I saw, I began to listen. I heard
truth in what was being said, I saw hope
and joy in the groups and I felt a beginning peace I had never felt in my life. It
wasn’t easy as many times I wanted to
leave but when it came right down to it
I couldn’t as they were telling my story
and they were happy. I knew they had
what I had been looking for all my life!

So I stayed around, shared my story, and
relived the anger and pain I had experienced in my life. I had to finally deal
with it and let it go once and for all. I
discovered love without condition and
nothing compares, I discovered the basis
of a foundation for life that was shown
to me from who I feel are the greatest
people in the world sharing with me
what was given to them. I didn’t understand at first but I do now.
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I enjoy life today beyond anything I can
ever remember experiencing. I love
photography and see so much beauty
surrounding me

it’s nearly overwhelming but there is nothing more beautiful that
I can even imagine than
taking a person off a
park bench with no will
to live, that has been
destroying his life and
showing him that there
truly is a solution…
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more about the disease of alcoholism
than music.

My first semester began quietly, and
I went about my classes and rehearsals without incident until a party at my
house at the end of the fall semester.
That night I got drunk for the first time,
and like my first trumpet years before,
I was instantly hooked. The sense of
relief and freedom was overwhelming.
The clearest thought I remember having
that night happened when I pulled my
brother aside, looked him straight in the
eyes, and said, “I’m never going to stop
doing this.” I’m not sure he knew what
I meant, but there was no doubt in my
mind.

Scott’s Life

M

y early years were what one would
consider pretty “normal.” All I ever
wanted to do as far back as I can remember, was play the trumpet like my
dad. Both parents were music teachers
so I was constantly surrounded by some
form of music. For Christmas when I
was four years old, I got my first trumpet
and was instantly hooked. I became obsessed with it, filling up virtually every
waking hour with practice or studying
recordings. I was bound and determined
to be a great orchestral trumpet player.
If I summed up my feelings about myself
growing up in one phrase it would be
that I thought I had to be better than
everyone but never thought I was good
enough. I was the image of that cliché
we hear sometimes, “an egomaniac with
an inferiority complex.” But the years of
practice paid off, as I received a scholarship to study trumpet in college. I was
excited to move closer to my dream of
being a professional musician. Little did
I know, college was about to teach me

The next morning, I awoke searching for
the bottle and quickly found it. Becoming a morning drinker was an overnight
phenomenon for me. I would not leave
the house for my morning class without
having at least four or five “breakfast
shots” as I called them. The thought
of needing a morning drink in order to
function never crossed my mind because
I never went without it. The closest I
would come to drying out took place
each morning during my ten-second
stagger from my bed to the bottle.

One of the greatest relief’s alcohol
brought me was the ease of performance
anxiety. All the pressure and fear I felt
in high school concerts was lifted and I
could play without reservation. I quickly
learned to regulate how much alcohol
I needed to drink in regards to how
important and how difficult the performance that night was. This gave me
the illusion of having some control over
my drinking. I quickly learned though
that it was just that- an illusion. As my
tolerance grew, my alcohol consumption
did also, and consequently my playing
suffered.
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My ambitions and dreams went down
leave without finishing the exam. With
the tubes as well. I dropped out of
luck and some help from professors, I
school. Drugs soon entered the picture
made it to graduation. Soon after getting
and I ran the gamut from smoking pot
my degree, I was hired to play for Royal
to IV use – OD’ing twice. My family
Caribbean Cruise Lines. My #1 priorintervened and I found myself in a rehab ity of drinking whenever, wherever I
center, wondering how I got there. How
wanted was taken care of. On top of that
had I ended up there in such a short time I got to do what I loved and get paid for
from my first drink? I was not ready for
it. Soon enough, my drinking took on
the answers yet, so I left the “country
new proportions. I could not physically
club for misguided youths” after 30 days go 4 hours without a drink because I
of treading water, against the advice of
would start to detox. Lucky for me, my
all the counselors and my family.
job made it so I never needed to. I began
to sleep with a bottle next to me in bed
On my drive back from rehab, I had a
so I would not fall as I shook violently
vision of my future. I was going to be
and staggered for my morning drink. I
an Army trumpet player. Basic trainquickly switched from glass to plastic
ing would certainly straighten me out,
bottles of vodka for fear the shakes
and I heard that when I was assigned to
might chip my front teeth. Thankfully,
a base, those soldiers could drink with
my contract came to an end before I did
the best of them. I would fit right in.
and I went home for 6 weeks to vacation.
Before getting sent to basic, my drinking I had to sober up if I wanted to return to
worsened and reached nearly 2 liters of
the ship for another contract.
vodka a day. I took comfort in the fact I
was no longer a drug addict! Delusion
I stopped drinking, still not knowing
reigned in my alcoholic head. Within
anything about the DT’s. Within 48
48 hours of my arrival at basic, I was in
hours I was in the ICU. I was unconfull delirium tremors, not knowing what
scious for 12 days filled with horrifythey were at the time. I was sure someing hallucinations of my own death.
one had drugged me in the mess hall.
My heart failed several times while
While I was a patient in the psychiatric
the doctors worked to keep my body
ward on the base, the need for some
alive. When I came to, I wasn’t sure if I
relief grew quickly. One day at lunch,
was alive or dead. I forced my mother
one of the other patients and I snuck out to get a newspaper so I could look at
of the hospital to the local bar where
the date and obituaries. As my body
we quickly got drunk and returned to
recovered I went to outpatient treatthe ward. It was close to bedtime, so we
ment. Still not ready for the solution, I
made it to our bunks unnoticed. After
simply went through the motions as my
30 days of observation, they felt I was
healthy new-found fear of dying kept
psychologically fit to leave. They happily me dry for a year. I was the guy you
put me on a plane back to Florida.
see at all the meetings with a smile on
his face that never had a problem with
I returned to Florida with a drive to finanything – at least not any problem I
ish my degree. Quickly, I re-enrolled, but was about to share with anyone. As I
my drinking continued as it had before.
thought I had this alcohol thing licked,
In a final exam I made the mistake of not I decided to continue my education. I
taking my usual ½ pint to get through.
received a scholarship for graduate studMy stomach and the shakes forced me to ies in trumpet, and moved to Boulder,
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Colorado. I remember, as I drove out of
as self-centered and egotistical as I was
Florida, the distinct feeling that I was
and still can be, it took a lot of deflation
leaving what little security I had behind.
before I could look at my life in realIgnorance and ego pushed me forward
ity and accept the utter defeat. Once I
though, and I continued my journey.
caught a glimpse of the true power of
God and became aware of my Higher
The thought of getting a “Where and
Power inside of me, I felt hope for the
When” as I arrived in Boulder crossed
first time. I cried honest tears of joy at
my mind….but only for a second. Within the thought of being free from the obses2 weeks, I figured I could try some consion. I began to realize the power of
trolled drinking. Well, it was controlled
prayer, meditation, and a daily conscious
for about 30 minutes and the terrible
contact with God. After He removed the
cycle began once more. This time, it
obsession to drink, I started to discover
lasted nearly 3 years, ending in the loss
the nature of the disease and how it
of my scholarship, my job, my playing
manifested itself in me.
connections, my finances, my relationships and very nearly my life. With the
Today, my priorities have been rearhelp of family, and old sponsor and God,
ranged. My relationship with my CreI made it to the Wilson House.
ator is and has to be first-if not I could
die. The incredible thing I have discovered is that if He is at the top of the
list, all the other priorities tend to fall
into place. I start each day as I learned
in the Wilson House, with prayer and
meditation to initiate the contact I will
need throughout the day ahead. He will
always provide what I need if I stay in
His light. Staying in His will takes action
though. Some days it takes as much action, with as much willingness and effort
as I can muster. Sure I

I was a scared little boy
the night I was dropped
off at the House. I
didn’t know what to
expect and wondered
if this would be yet another in a long line of
rehabs for me.
I quickly had my answer as my education on the disease began that night. I
first learned that I had to stop drinking and that I had a disease. I prayed
to God, as I understood him at the time
to bless me with some willingness and
clarity of thought. By slowly learning to
trust what I was told by people who had
recovered from this disease, I learned
how totally powerless I was over it, and
how without a Higher Power in my life,
the disease had won and would continue
to win until my death. I learned how to
stop fighting and surrender to the one
power that could defeat it – GOD. Being

make mistakes on a daily basis and
will continue to, but as long as I take
responsibility for my actions and admit
my faults, my relationships continue to
grow. As a result of the program of AA
and the loving guidance of my brothers
at the Wilson House, God has entered
my life in a way that I had never imagined possible. Today, I am a brother, a
friend, a son, a grandson, a colleague,
and most importantly a recovering alcoholic. I know if I continue to follow the
path, God will reveal more amazing and
incomprehensible things to me on this
spiritual journey. It is by dying that one
awakens to eternal life.
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friend, who was a cocaine dealer.

Fishing was my form of recreation by
choice, but with that came lots of drugs
and alcohol. All my friends and brothers were into it and there was always an
unlimited supply of drugs.

I was having a lot of
fun but a lot of problems too.

My wife and I split up for a while and I
hung out with the party crowd. I never
spent much time with my oldest son. I
soon separated from my wife for the last
time, and found another party crowd
and met my second wife.

I did not work anymore and used my
new girlfriend’s money and whatever I
could scrape up. By then, I was shaking
violently and had to drink to keep myself
still.

My Name is Phil and I am
an Alcoholic

A

s a child I was very physical, into
sports and very active, and alcohol did
not come into play till the age of 18. I
had very strict parents. From the age of
18-20, I was dating, working and going
to bars 3-4 times a week with my crowd.
The first girl I dated seriously, her dad
was an alcoholic. After we broke up, I
started dating a friend of my brothers
who would be my first wife. Both of my
brothers were heavy drinkers also. We
used to go to their houses on Sundays
to get blasted with our wives. The girls
did not get that way. We drank hard and
fast. We could always find a reason to
get loaded.
My wife and I bought a house with a
shed where I took up snorting cocaine,
which was introduced to my by my best

I went to rehab and moved to Orlando
to start new again. I got a job and the
boss was one of the best bosses I had
ever had. I was the best at my job until
I picked up drinking again at a company
party. I left that job because they were
going under. My boss was going to open
his own business and asked me to work
for him. I held my own for awhile. They
loved my work, but I was fired and taking too much time off for drinking.
I moved back to Lakeland, Florida with
my wife and daughter and took my old
job back. I became responsible, raising
my daughter because my wife worked
the night shift. I was the only one to
raise her, drunk or not.
I had many problems holding a job and
keeping my second wife because of my
incredible drinking habit. At one time
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I moved in with a female who was okay
Even with all the problems I may have
with my excessive drinking. She did not
today, I would never trade this for my
quite know what she was getting into.
old life.
I stayed with her for awhile. She was
God has given me my life through AA!
more used to drunks than my wife was.
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Needless to say, I had to act out in order
to be noticed, always feeling like I didn’t
belong or worse, like I wasn’t wanted.

Then there were the neighborhood
kids. All of them were older, meaner,
rougher kids. These kids would act
nice and make me feel good and then
slam me down physically, emotionally
and mentally. Everyday being run over
by 3-wheelers, running from Chinese
stars, swords, hiding from shotguns and
body slammed. This stuff takes a toll
on a 5 year old boy. I was always real
skinny and I was always made fun of
by the church kids, school kids and the
neighborhood kids.

I went back home with my second wife
again and shortly after, two domestic
violence calls were made. The first offense I got by with, but the second one
I was accused of assault on an officer,
which was a felony. I went to court and
my AA sponsor said reluctantly that he
might be able to help me to sober up.
The judge told me to give it a try, and
guess what, it worked.

I am now sober for 8 years as I write
this. My sponsor was the only person
who had an inkling of faith that I could
sober up. I cannot tell you in words
how big of an impact he had on me. The
hopelessness, despair and hatred of this
life, the hell I was living in – only another
alcoholic or addict can relate to these
horrific experiences. This is how we
stay sober together.
I have and am working on my physical
health. My mind is still warped and I
suppose it always will be. But with God
all things are possible and I am one of
His miracles. Defective as I might be,
you would not have wanted to have
known me before sobriety.

I am a chronic alcoholic
and we do our best just
to survive our worst circumstances. Some of
us get sober, some die,
others are in jail and
others in institutions.
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I was born 1 2/7/78, middle child. I

have an older sister (3 1/2 yrs.) and
younger brother (2 yrs.). Mom and
Dad were still married, only he never
could stop using drugs and alcohol. My
childhood has to be shared and looked at
closely because this is where the disease
of alcoholism starts. Most people don’t
care to know the truth, nor look at it, As
a result, most people never get sober.
They may live a dry and non-contented
life if not drinking. However, until I
learned that my childhood is or was the
crux of the problem, I could never get
sober,
I grew up going to church. The church
had a private school and for the kids
that didn’t have money to go, the church
helped them pay. So about 95% of all
the kids through all the grades were
rich, preppy, stuck-up kids. So I did not
fit in. Everyone else knew each other,
liked each other, nice clothes, etc, etc.

My Dad couldn’t hold work, would
disappear for long periods of time, and
put us in debt with his addiction. So my
Mom had to always work as much as she
could; we had a lot of play time in the
yard and around the neighborhood.
At 9 and 10 years old, we had to
leave my Dad and we moved into an
apartment. This complex had many kids,
and just like before the older kids chased
me and beat me. I actually had some fun
as well. The whole place was surrounded
by woods and lakes. We were always
making trails and forts. I actually felt
free sometimes.
Then my Dad came back into the picture.
He met this girl in rehab and they got
married. He got his rights to us every
other weekend. He came and picked us
up for a little while. My Dad would call
and tell me to pack because he’s on his
way to pick us up. Being a little boy, my
Dad was everything. I got packed, went
out front to wait and wait at the corner
for him to pull around. Two hours later
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he still wasn’t here. That traumatizes
straight until my Mom would come
a kid, sends feelings of abandonment,
home. I would take cigarettes and dip
feelings of not being good enough,
them in gasoline and let them dry, and
feelings of there’s something wrong with then smoke them in hopes of a buzz. I
me. Three weeks later, he would go back did this every day for a straight year.
home. The sick thing about this is that he Needless to say, I started to loose my
would act like nothing was wrong.
mind. Seeing things that just weren’t
there. I got sucked into my own head
and was pretty damn lonely.
About 13 years old, my Mom remarried
I kept hearing about people talking
and we moved into a house—new
territory, new people. Junior high school about pot and acid. I remember getting
my first bag of pot. I remember feeling
started and I was scared. I had met all
like I needed it. I remember jonesing
the neighborhood kids and of course,
for it and I hadn’t even tried it yet! This
they all ganged together and pushed me
made everything feel like a movie and I
around. So, what else was new? By now,
could be anyone I wanted to be. This was
I just wanted to fit in somewhere, with
the key of life. I could escape from myself
somebody, and actually have people like
and have friends too. I was about 14
me instead of beat on me. Obviously, I
years old now and I was off to the races.
had a self-esteem problem and was very
If I could just always be high, everything
insecure. One thing I noticed in junior
would be cool. The consequences of all
high was that all the popular people
were together and to be popular you had this came into effect at once. Breaking
to be a bad ass. So, I was always trying to into cars, suspension from school, being
arrested twice at just 14 years old. How
do something wrong for attention.
I felt inside wasn’t pleasant either. I
remember just crying out to God “why
I had finally met some kids to hang
was I like this ... why do I hurt so bad,
out with, one of which became my
please take away the pain. I did not
good friend. He told me about huffing
realize that the pain and the drugs went
gasoline and how high he would get. So,
together.
one night, I snuck out of the house to
meet him and we went to a shed at the
I went on to LSD and took that for
neighbor’s house where there was gas
the first time by myself. I had no idea
cans and lawn mowers. Needless to say,
what to expect. I locked my dog in the
I experienced something I never had
bathroom and I went outside to take it. I
before. I remember traveling through
did this just in case he turned into a big
tunnels and crisscrossing between God
bug or monster or something. I did not
and myself. Then I came to by 4 or 5
want to hurt him. I ended up believing
cops slamming me down, pressing their
all kinds of philosophies on life; that
guns on the back of my skull.
there were beings in the air all around
us and life was just a swirly feeling. Acid
I had no idea chemicals could make me
let me see all of this so clearly, Yet every
escape like that. So I huffed gasoline
day I would feel the men in white coats
every day all day. I took it everywhere.
getting closer, so I would take more acid
I had it in cologne bottles and took it
to beat them at the game.
to church. I sat in my garage with my
face buried over the gas can for 2 hours
Next came mushrooms and I need to say
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that I could not get enough of anything.
problem running my life, I just wanted
Even this young, my friends would tell
the pain to go away. So obviously I halfme to stop and I just kept going until
measured the program. I stayed dry for
I would violently vomit or pass out or
about 13 months. After a little time I got
overdose on mushrooms, which sent
into church. I believed God had healed
me running down the highway at 4 am
me. The point here is that I was just too
yelling for someone to help me, looking
damn young to understand anything.
for a stick to jam in my heart. When
I wanted to use drugs, but I did not
I look at this I see where my friends
want the consequences. I romanced
would stop after a couple of ‘shrooms,
old times, romanced new times. I could
but not me. I kept eating until. .“oops. . .
have, etc, etc, Needless to say, I used
it’s too late now.”
again. I remember my 1-year date. I
was supposed to speak. I refused at
141/2 years old and I was in rehab. I
the last minute. I felt so dark inside, I
couldn’t understand why. I wasn’t an
had gotten away from everything and
alcoholic because I had only drunk a few the disease was eating me up. I started
times. I wasn’t a drug addict because
using again. All I can remember is
I did not use crack or cocaine (yet).
going to psychiatrists, Tri-County going
When I was dry for a few weeks, I was
to another inpatient rehab in Tampa
still snapping at my Mom and I was still
General Hospital. The funny thing is that
so irritable and mean to those closest
at Tri-County, I was the role model for
to me. So, I told her it would get better,
all the other kids, Yet, I was using more
that it’s only been a few weeks since
drugs than any of them could imagine.
I stopped using. I had no idea that it
I always played a good fake. I had to. I
had nothing to do with the drugs. It
went to too many counseling treatment
was me. I was restless, irritable and
groups, rehabs, etc., but for some odd
discontented. This treatment place
reason, the fun always ended.
made me go to an meeting. I was scared.
I did not understand why I had to go. I
I ended up doing all the things I told
remember my first meeting very well.
myself I would never do again. I was on
St. David’s on Thursday night. Roger
probation and my Mom couldn’t keep
was the chairman. Everyone was so nice
track of me, so my probation officer put
to me and welcomed me. I thought the
me on house arrest.
chairman was a counselor and was just
a treatment group. Everyone shook my
Well, I was gone in about 5 minutes. I
hand and said, “I hope to see you back.”
packed some stuff because I was never
That made me feel very good. I had
coming back. I was so sick of society and
never been told that before. I wasn’t sure everyone trying to make me do right.
what AA was, but I had to go back the
Just leave me the hell alone! I don’t
following week. The people remembered need you or anyone. I got some pot and
me and welcomed me back. I met some
I felt at peace. No matter where I was,
young people and some older people
who I was with, as long as I had a bag
that became very fond of me and we
of pot, I was OK. I didn’t need anybody
all had the funniest time whatever we
or anything else. This was all good and
did. I got a sponsor and I worked the
dandy until the drugs were gone. Now
steps with him. The only problem was I
I’m stuck with no home, no money,
just wasn’t ready, I did not understand
no food, and no damn drugs. So, now
the disease nor did I believe I had a
I have to start thieving, breaking into
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cars again, doing whatever it takes to
went straight to being blitzed, no matter
get high, drinking bottles of Robittusin,
where I was. One time I well remember
taking whole boxes of Tylenol PM,
and need to share, because it was a very
whatever it took.
dumb thing. I had to do it, I was in 10th
grade and there was a bathroom by the
Something started happening inside
lunchroom with no doors. It was the one
of me. I kept getting this thought of
that hardly anyone would even smoke
“what, are you going to run forever?
cigarettes in, I would drive to school, but
What about school? What about all the
park in the public library. I had an ounce
things in life?” I was only 1 7 years old
of pot under my seat. But like I said, I
and had a warrant out for my arrest, I
could not go all day without getting high.
got the feeling of it’s not too late to turn
I couldn’t drop out of school yet because
it around and start anew. I didn’t know
of probation and plus at 16 years old,
what was going to happen, but I was
I loved school to go to party. So I was
scared. I was also so tired of fighting
smoking some pot in the bathroom
everything and everyone. So tired of
with no door when the lunch bell rang.
never being able to be satisfied. I felt
I figured everyone would come in and
like I had no wholeness, no home, I was
see that I wasn’t scared to smoke pot at
completely lost. I was just a scavenger
school. A couple of people came in and
looking for a fix. Such loneliness is
I got the attention I needed. Somebody
horrid. I remember it very well.
yelled out “officer Walker is coming!” So,
I put the roach out and just couldn’t bare
I walked over to Dunkin Donuts and
to throw it away. I put it in my cigarette
called the sheriff to turn myself in. When pack and put that in my pocket. Started
I told them I was at Dunkin Donuts,
walking out and Officer Walker walked
they thought it was a prank. I felt a
in, searched me down, found the tiny
certain kind of peace in my doing this.
ass roach that I had to keep. So, started
I felt as if by turning myself in, I was
another journey through the courts,
leaving everything behind and I could
Tri-County, etc ...1 share this because
have a new start. I was doing the right
anybody in their right mind would not
thing and it felt good. Yet it hurt so
bring drugs to school, nor smoke in the
badly. Sounds crazy doesn’t it? But, any
bathroom with no door. By no means
alcoholic or drug addict will understand. would someone keep that roach when I
had lots more in the car! The disease had
I’ll stop here for a minute to explain
me good. I also believe God stepped in
or should I say I’ll admit - I’m a fullevery time to keep me alive.
blown junkie. A garbage head if you
I was one of those guys who never
will. Art’s on my ass to get this finished,
had a license because it was always
but there are some things I always feel
suspended and always getting caught on
I need to share because they explain
suspended and the Hardship license, I
some of the insanity of the disease. I
share this time because the disease and
used everywhere, smoked pot on the P
the physical craving are so strong. I got
E field, in the school bathrooms, came
some LSD in the morning and then
into class after taking 4 hits of acid.
had my driver exam to get my license
The more foolish things I did, the more
back. My friend and I planned to take
people acknowledged me. I was addicted the LSD at night, because during the day
to being acknowledged just as I needed
people still have responsibilities and
a buzz. Only I never did get buzzed, I
things to do. But not me, I remember the
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craving to have something, anything to
and contentment will not be there, I was
escape myself. I knew I had to take the
left with no defense.
eye exam for my license; have to read
these little lines and crap. But, I just
My girlfriend cheated on me and I got so
couldn’t wait. So, I took the acid and
angry I deliberately went out to get high.
went to take the eye exam, My friend
I’ll show her, I’ll get high and destroy my
did not take any, he had a decent head
life; Not very sane thinking, huh? This
on his shoulders and knew I had to read
was only a trigger to finally set me off;
numbers and letters real small to finally
the relapse had been growing inside me
get my license back. I knew I would not
all along. I never worked the steps, withbe able to read if I took the acid, but
out reservations, to allow God to come in
reading became secondary to having a
and remove the obsession.
fix, Well, I did pass the test. I have no
idea how, I can still remember the letters The disease took me on a constant
smiling and waving at me. I just couldn’t
downward spiral. Oh, I had some fun
wait to be impaired.
though, but it sure didn’t last. It started
out a lot of fun, shoving my nose in nothAnyway, back to the story, I turned
ing but crank; staying awake for 15 or
myself in and went to juvenile deten20 days at a time. Pretty soon my body
tion for a couple of weeks. The longest
started collapsing. My head was a condamn two weeks ever. I was so full of
stant dream. No longer could I have fun
hatred for myself, those intense feelings
nor could I differentiate the truth from
of loneliness and just flat out despair.
the false. The next two or three years of
This time, I was sent to complete a 6
my life are so intensely dark. Thinking
month program at ACTS. I tell about this
back to those memories is extremely
because I ended up back into, A.A. This
painful. I experienced loneliness and
time I knew it all. I had all the books
delusion as never before. The only thing
memorized, knew everyone at meetI did was use harder and harder, more
ings, and again, I was the role model in
and more. I had no idea who I was. I was
treatment. There were a lot of young
using so much crank just to function.
people (teenagers) in AA at this time. We All of my party buddies started looking
all had lots of fun and did many things.
down on me because I could not stop.
My life was AA, the only problem was
Yet, I didn’t think everyone would notice.
living in AA does not get anyone sober.
I would have to stay so intoxicated to
It kept me dry for about 9 months, then
hide the guilt. I knew I was not raised
the time came when everyone started to
to be this way and it hurt. I definitely
break away. They were either going back started doing some crazy things. I could
out or moving or just stopped going to
not let my buzz go away because it hurt
meetings, so I was left lone with my ego.
too badly. I used crank to feel normal
I thought I had it made; I had this thing.
and when I had a job, I used it to get
Well, the only thing I did have was a half
through work. I managed to work most
measured program, which will only get
of the time (job after job) because I
me high and drunk again. You see, if the
had to have my own drugs. I could not
twelve steps are not taken thoroughly,
keep enough drugs in stash by robbing
honestly, holding back nothing, you will
and stealing. I had to have cash to make
not get sober! A lot of AA meetings and
sure I had my own and I did not share.
admitting you’re powerless will keep
I normally would keep one person to
you dry for a little while but happiness
share with just so they would hang out
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with me because I could not be alone.
to face anything or anyone, including
Eating Xanex like candy, blacking out all
whom I turned out to be.
of the time, pissing people off, of course
I had to have a beer in my hands at all
As I got a little older, a couple of friends
times. My buds would tell me to put the
and I started to think about how nice
beer away because we would be walking it would be if we would just stop usdowntown for concerts and things, cops
ing drugs, then we could be productive
would be everywhere, yet I had to have
with our lives. It sounded good, but I
my buzz always increasing till I finely
found that it wasn’t that easy. There was
passed out or blacked out. I remember
a concert coming up of a band that we
feeling the physical craving growing
would listen to day in and day out. We
stronger as I would increase my imthought of the perfect plan. To have one
pairment, then I found that by taking a
last blast, then stop. Well, I took ten hits
whole bottle of Dramamine I would live
of LSD, a bag of pot and some Xanax,
in another world. Chase people, talk to
to top it all off. I did not have a good
people who simply were not there. The
time. As a matter of fact, it was horhumiliating thing was that this would
rible. I didn’t even know how to have a
happen in public. One night after being
good time anymore. It was so I could go
up for a couple of days, my friend and
home and sleep. I was so serious about
I were on our way home to take some
quitting drugs for good. I went home,
Dramamine. I believe something would
took the pot and Xanax, and never could
have happened that night; I believe God
fall asleep. Next thing I knew, I felt like
stepped in. I passed out at the wheel; I
a vegetable and now I have to get some
saw the light red, and then saw myself
crank to function for the rest of the day.
past it. I saw a big ass red neck truck
So there went the idea, I was back in full
then woke up in the hospital three days
throttle. The cops caught me with some
later. This was bad. I was stuck with a
crank. I knew to throw the stuff, but I
cut off ear, broken collarbone, concuscouldn’t bear not to have it so again, I
sion, a split skull and a bruised brain. I
kept it and got caught. The judge put me
had to see a neurologist to heal my brain in drug court to complete the program.
over time. The doctor said it would take
It was a 9-month program that took me
a year for my brain to heal completely
2 years to get through. The program
and that if I used drugs again, it would
consisted of four AA meetings a week,
severely slow down that process. I could plus a Wednesday night group and all
not get around far so I took a bottle of
the other crap that comes along with
Benadryl and some Melatonin. My Mom
probation. This went well for a while
came home from work and found me
until I got caught with a small trace of
naked on the phone in the driveway.
crank in my urine. I didn’t smoke much
This obviously was a blackout. I was
pot because it stayed in my system for
trying to find the keys to my step-dad’s
too long, so I stuck with pills, crank and
corvette so I could go pick up my future
beer. But I still got caught. Of course
wife. God kept those keys from me. I
I denied it, but I still had to go before
slept for three days straight. I woke up
the judge. So I asked my Dad for some
once in the middle to eat a bowl of cereal names of pills that were legal that could
and the humiliation and the shame was
show up in my system as methamphetoverwhelming. The only way I knew to
amine. He gave me a list of about 12 or
escape was to go back to sleep. If I could
15 names, see, my Dad was the one my
just sleep forever so that I do not have
friends and me went to for any type of
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knowledge or advice on any chemical
and that I would not be out of jail anyand he had many connections for many
time soon. When she did that, it hurt.
different drugs. That used to boost my
My eyes teared up in front of everyone in
ego, but today, I can see just how sick
jail. I couldn’t hold it back because now I
that is.
had absolutely nothing. After a couple of
hours, I had this amazing uplift and this
Common sense would have told anyone
overwhelming thought.
that, “hey, you’re going before the judge
It said, “I don’t need her, I can get sober,
for having races of crank in your system, I’m tired of all this crap.” I hung on to a
he’ll probably piss test you there,” but,
couple of phone numbers for two guys
the judge asked me if I took a drug test
I was close to when I first came to AA.
what would it show and I said negative.
This feeling was so good and it felt so
He sent me upstairs to take the test.
clean. I had never felt anything like this
There is a spot on the paperwork to fill
before. It was God! I felt the strength
out any medications I’ve taken. I listed
to just let go of my life and ask for help
4 or 5 of the names my dad had given
and start AA again. I can do this. I called
me. Took the drug test and went back
these two guys and set to meet them at
to the courtroom to wait for the results.
an AA meeting on the night I got out of
When they came back, the judge asked
jail. It felt so good to start anew.
me why I lied to him. I still tried to fight
I lived with my Mom and Step-Dad and
the situation and asked him, “What do
obviously I had to find a new job. I went
you mean?” Boy, that was the wrong
to meetings non-stop, 2 or 3 a day, I
thing to say. I asked him about all the
loved going and seeing all the people. I
medications I had been taking (or put
know today that I was hiding out in AA.
down that I was taking.) He told me
Seeing all the people and speaking at
that most of those medications were not every meeting was all ego and bullshit.
made anymore. He said, “besides to be
See, I got special attention because I
positive for meth in your system only
was so young. I had all the knowledge
takes .375 on the level scale. None of
of what the Big Book and the Twelve by
these medicines are going to give you
Twelve said. That was it man, I had it
the level you have of 7,000.” I’ll never
made and I was going to stay sober for
forget the sound in that courtroom when the rest of my life. I got on my knees
he said this. It was one of shock that this every morning and night, I went to a
guy standing before the judge was a true crapload of AA meetings, and I worked
junkie and was a total dummy to even
the steps. So what went wrong? I stayed
attempt to cover up such a high amount
11 months without drinking or using
of meth in my system. There I stood
drugs. I still did not fully understand the
naked of all ego and pride. The truth
disease. I still did not understand what
was just shown in front of everyone
it meant to be honest. I still had reservathat I am one of these crank heads. This
tions. I still romanced good times of the
humiliation broke me down as the bailiff past. I didn’t even totally remove myself
took me in the back to get ready for
around dangerous situations. I did not
the Bartow Annex. It was a violation of
tell my sponsor everything. I did not
probation so I had no bail. As if anyone
have a support group. I was trying to fix
would have bailed me out anyway. What myself with emotions instead of spirituelse was there to do in jail but think? My ality.
wife and I were engaged, but she broke it
off when she found out what I was doing The time came when change occurred.
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My fiancé and I got pregnant and we had else could see. I went to the bathroom,
to find a place to live. Came time to plan
spread it out and thought, “Am I going
for a wedding and I got too busy to go
to throw it all away for this little bit?”
to any meetings. Nobody called me to
Went back to work and only got one rack
see how I was doing because I didn’t let
cleaned in that walk-in. That one rack
anyone know me, so I had a zero defense was a spotless rack, that’s for sure. It
against the disease of alcoholism. Yet I
was 10.00 at night and I sent home. The
thought “I’ll be all right, I couldn’t poshigh was gone and I just cried. Cried
sibly go back out.”
to God to please let what I just did be a
dream. I woke up next morning with a
Going to work one day, nothing out of
103 degree fever realizing what I had
the ordinary, nothing different, it came
done was not a dream. I only used for 6
towards the end of my shift and my boss or 7 months before I was beat down to
wanted me to clean the walk-in cooler
a state I had never imagined. I did not
pretty detailed. All of a sudden, like a
feel bad anymore. I enjoyed it for maybe
ton of freakin bricks, I got really tired.
a couple of weeks. But in no time I was
Shit man, I did not want to clean the
back to everyday use. It stayed a secret
walk-in. I did not feel like it, I would be
for a short time, but there was no hiding
off work soon and you want me to scrub
it after a while. I needed crank to get
down the cooler? I felt drained, worthout of bed. I needed it to shave, to work,
less, no energy or motivations. “That’s
to function, to take away the physical
It, I need some crank, then I could bust
pain, to be able to converse with another
out this walk-in!” I walked to the phone
human being. Yet, it still backfired. I
to call my Dad and get some crank. I
couldn’t fit in with anyone, especially my
hesitated and walked back to the back
co-workers. I was looked at and laughed
room, stayed there for a minute, then
at like I was an alien. I look back and
walked to the phone. Picked it up,
see just how bad I looked and sounded,
dialed half the number, then hung it up
suffered from sleep deprivation nonand walked away. Screw it, it’s been
stop. I don’t blame people for laughing
long enough, I’m going to get some. I’ll
at me. When I didn’t have any, I would
go ahead and say that I had a big job
pass out while driving heavy machinery
interview in 3 days. It was a big step up
and then I would lie down on boxes all
and I needed the job. Yet, I didn’t care at day long. My position at work was one
this moment. I asked my boss if I could
where nobody checked on me, but every
take a 30 minute break and I’ll just stay
now and then, I would be paged. Dealing
a little later.
with anything was out of question. I did
nothing but avoid my family. I treated
I drove to my Dad’s house and the whole them very badly. My 2-month old baby
way there was a voice that kept tellwould cry like all 2 month olds do, but
ing me to pull over and call Pete (Pete
I would go pick her up and scream in
was my sponsor.) My mind was made
her face. The look on her face when I
up. When I got there, he told me that
would scream at her, I’ll never forget. I
they didn’t have any. Well, I knew they
started going to meetings because I just
did so I sat in the kitchen for 3 hours. I
wanted the pain to stop. I wanted to be
knew they had some crank and I wasn’t
sober so bad. Every time I used I would
leaving till I got some (so much for a 30
cry immediately. The drugs wouldn’t
minute break.) My Dad finally broke
cover up the guilt anymore. Oh, I was
and handed me a little bit where nobody hurting badly, “I wanted sobriety but I
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outpatient group. They kept telling me
couldn’t get the thought of using out of
don’t use just one day at a time. The
my head. Every night I would say that’s
problem was that I could not go without
it, I’m done. Next morning the pain
it for even a couple of hours. As soon as
was lost to the craving to use. This was
I shot up a fix, I immediately started on
the strongest, most powerful thing I
“how am I going to get the next one?”
have ever experienced. There is nothWhen no more than 3 hours would go by
ing worse than wanting to stop but the
without a fix, I would start to hypervencraving won’t let you. I could hardly get
tilate. One night a fourth hour went by,
high anymore. I would use more and
more and the only thing it would do was and I turned and looked over my shoulder and a demon in the vague shape of a
make me think and make me feel. If I
human stretched his arm out and sucked
didn’t use I couldn’t move. Wasn’t the
him to me. Oh my God, I freaked out.
whole point of using drugs not to feel?
But, I could not hide…they were coming
There was no hope, I can’t get sober and
from everywhere, the carpet, and the
I can’t get high. Something had to be
walls. I ran to get the phone and started
done. I thought of the one thing I had
not tried yet. I knew that if I picked up a calling people from AA that I had been
needle, one of two things would happen. talking to through this time. A couple
of them had been crank addicts themIt would make this worse and I would
selves and told me to breathe in a paper
use till I died or it would take me to
bag. I thought that was just on TV, but
my knees fast and so hard that maybe I
it helped me to stop hyperventilating.
could get sober. I believe that there is a
They said to pray. I got on my knees and
heaven and there is a hell. I was taught
prayed like a little boy. I felt the demons
as a kid growing up that if one kills
himself he goes to hell. But hell sounded behind me, but I kept my eyes closed and
to good to me. Even hell would be better just prayed and prayed. I felt them gone
after a few minutes. I think I actually got
than living. I knew I probably would kill
a couple hours sleep that night.
myself pretty fast with a needle in my
arm.
Well, this wasn’t enough I guess because
I still used after this. Now I was scrapIt took me no more than a month or a
ing, as my family’s bank account drained,
little less till I was ready. In that time I
lived in a world of hallucinations. I could and my landlord gave me notice to leave.
I had already pawned everything, now I
argue with my wife at work. The only
problem was that she wasn’t there. I ran was trying to get any amount I could get
but none of it was enough. My wife had
after our oldest daughter through 2 or 3
called and told me about a place where
aisles at work. I was scared she would
the hospital sends people that can’t stop
get hit by a forklift or reach truck. The
for any amount of time. I agreed to go.
only problem was that she wasn’t there.
My wife and my Mom drove me there to
I kept talking to a co-worker about stuff
we just did. Then, I would be humiliated Health Care Connections. I got checked
in, but as soon as they left I was hyperby him saying, “What are you talking
ventilating again. This time, shaking
about?” I was concerned about this beworse than before, couldn’t breathed,
cause it wouldn’t stop. My wife took the
kids and moved in at my mother’s house. walk, talk, or even remember my name;
nonetheless, pronounce it. All the guys
I wasn’t allowed to see them. I felt very
there took me to the office where the
ashamed that I couldn’t be trusted to
doctor would come to. The first thing
see my own kids. I was in the hospital
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he gave me was Xanax and then about
tion to get sober because I hated myself.
12 other pills. They took me back to my
Get sober for me….why? I’ll just relapse
room where I slept for 3 days. The docone day and I have had enough of this
tor had told everyone to leave me alone.
back and forth crap. So let everyone else
He was a recovering alcoholic himself.
guide me. I could muster the motivaBoy I was really sick. Still, in all the
tion for sobriety for my wife and kids
groups and meetings, I would quote
but not for me. So that’s what I did. As
the Big Book and talk about God. The
I stayed sober and followed directions,
center finely banned me from quoting
God blessed me with some benefits
anything from the books. After a week,
and I started to feel comfortable in my
the disease hit me pretty hard. I was
own skin. Now I stay sober for myself.
taking pills for detoxifying and I thought; Sobriety means more than anything in
“man, why don’t I try to shoot this stuff
this world to me. See, today I know that
up?” Then I thought “this is rehab, there I only have sobriety today. I used to
has to be a needle somewhere.” I tore
think I had it, but now I only ask God for
the place apart, dug through closets
it today.
and crap. After spending an hour or so
looking for a syringe, I decided to try
Coming into the Wilson House I planned
and make my own. I was getting pretty
on using drugs one more time. For some
panicky. I ended up with an eye drop
reason, I kept putting it off. “Not right
bottle and took the tip of a mechanical
now, not right now.” Pretty soon the
pencil and pressed and pressed and it
truth came to me that saved my life. A
just didn’t work. I fell to my knees and
thought came to me and said “Shaun,
just cried; yelled at God. I had stolen
you know you can’t use just one more
some pills from someone earlier and
time, If you use you’ll start all over
I thought if I take them all at one time
again.” Right then I made the decision
right now, I’d pass out and die. Well, I
to do anything I had to do to stay away
felt like I would pass out and I was so
from drinking and drugging. I surrenglad, but then the pills started my heart
dered by making the decision to use
pounding bad enough to gasp for air. I
other sober people and making the fight.
locked myself in the bathroom and felt
At the Wilson House, we did meditamyself about to die, the opposite way I
tions in the morning, which I found was
had wanted to. This way was hurting
one of the most important tools of my
pretty bad. I fell down and begged God
day. Then we would make phone calls to
not to let me die. I really don’t want to
other sober people. I went to work and
die like this, just take me away. The next on break called my sponsor. At lunch I
morning, I had to come clean with what I would call again. The drive home was
did and the pills I stole. It felt good to be a rough time every day. I would race
honest for once.
home to get on the phone because I was
so afraid of drink or drugging again. All
Well, my time was coming to leave after
day long I would make phone calls and
a month. I wasn’t allowed to live with
more phone calls. It was the only way.
my family. They would not let me. They
The need for a fix was so strong. I would
said I had to be somewhere for awhile
go to an AA meeting and listen, which
first to prove that I was done. I had
was a new concept for me. I had to share
some friends in the program that let me
every thought that was in my head. I
in the Wilson House. Right now, I had no was so scared of holding something in
self-worth or self-anything. No motivaand it causing me to drink or drug. My
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sponsor started me on the steps and I
took them very thoroughly and seriously.
I was afraid; what if my life cycle kept
on repeating? The solution to this was
learning how to focus on just today.
There was no doubt that I was powerless over drugs and alcohol and that my
life was unmanageable. This was proven
to me. The twelve by twelve says that
we take step one, 100 percent. Every
morning when I sit down for prayer and
meditation it reminds me that I’m an
alcoholic. If my sobriety is based on my
spiritual condition for this day only, then
it makes perfect sense to start my day
focusing on God and His will, which is
done by prayer and meditation and quiet
reading time, and whatever I have to do
to feel connected with God. Spending
an hour or so in the morning is a small
price to pay for something that will help
assure me sobriety for today.

I still stand ready to
do anything that I have
to do to stay away
from drugs or a drink.
There is strength in
numbers and God
works through these
numbers. Together
we can stay sober.

To get sober takes a lot of work, physical
work, mental work and a lot of emotional work. But, how bad do you want
it? The work I do today for my sobriety
is nothing compared to the work I had
to do each day to get my fix. I’m happy
with who I am today. I know that I’m
a loving child of God (as Dick would
say.) Being OK with who I am gives me
reason not to drink or drug. I’ve found
happiness in God and trying to help
my brother, man. As a result from the
program, I can have relationships with
people and not fear what they might
think. I feel clean and free from the life
before. I cannot explain how good it
feels to wake up in the morning and not
have to use drugs or drink.
Today I live with my family. I am grateful for this. My wife and I have a house,
which is a benefit from sobriety. I still
make phone calls and meet with my
sponsor.
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five residents). The program would be
HOW YOU CAN HELP
based on the principles of AA, which had
been effective in their individual lives. It
Funding for the Wilson House come
would be funded by contributions, not
from varied sources. None is Guaranteed. Each year it is different. We receive dependent on any one organization. The
program would be cost effective with no
grants from the State of Florida, Polk
County, City of Lakeland and Community paid employees or subcontractors.
Foundation of Greater Lakeland. We receive private donations from local corpo- Our vision has continued to expand
due to need. The past 14) years has
rations and individuals. We are a 501c3
been constant rewards and some
organization as defined by The IRS. Any
contribution made to us can be used as a disappointments. In January 2003 we
reworked the program. We were not
deduction on your Federal Taxes.

We need you contribution. Below
is a description of how we started,
how we have changed to meet the
needs of the Chronic Male Substance Abuser and our Vision.

The Wilson House mission is to serve
the homeless male chronic substance
abuser through counseling and the 12step program of Alcoholics Anonymous.
The goal is take the addicted hopeless,
homeless individual from physical, mental and spiritual bankruptcy to independence and a productive member of our
community. The three-phase program
will equip them with knowledge, tools
and life long support group to remain
sober and productive contributors of
society.
THE WILSON HOUSE currently consists
of two houses with 17 beds and both
operating at full capacity. Their purpose is to serve the homeless adult male
chronic substance abuser through the
spiritual steps and traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous. This environment
affords them a safe home to develop
skills dealing with relationships and
other living opportunities. The program
began in 1994 with six men, members
of Alcoholics Anonymous, with the
intention of helping the hopeless and
homeless chronic substance abusers by
providing a halfway house (one house,

getting the results that our residents
deserved. We hired two councilors.
Plus, we continue to use our volunteers, which average about 12. The
program is free to our residents. One
of the houses is used as an in-house
counseling program, 24/7 which
includes: in take, evaluation, and education, identifying the problems and
starting to live in the solution (read
our book for details of the program).
The in- house program does not have
a time limit. The second house is a
half way house where the individual
will move from the in house program
to the transition house and be prepared to reenter the mainstream and
remain a sober, responsible productive member of society. This has
produced 50 to 75% improved success
rate for the chronic homeless substance abuser.

All of our board, employees and volunteers (which average about 12 at one
time.) are in a 12-step recovery program
and some of them have been residents
in The Wilson House. Individual sobriety
in this group ranges from 2 to 35 years.
When one leaves the house he has developed a strong support group that he can
depend on, usually more so than family. Individuals do not obtain sobriety
on their own, it is a program of a strong
support system and one substance
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abuser helping another.
Nationwide individuals going through a
treatment program have less than a 15%
success rate. With our old paradigm the
success rate was 10% better than the national average. With our new paradigm

(and 60 months history) we anticipate more than a 60 % improvement
over our previous figures. The Return
on Investment in dollars and more
important lives changed is dramatic.

Our immediate need is to expand the
program to add 20 new beds. This
would allow us to double the capacity
of our in house program and add five
beds to our transitional living or halfway
house.
This entails hiring one new councilor
plus construction for new home
The estimated initial cost is $420,000.
We need your financial support. Our
Federal ID # is 593230584. If you need
more information call, write or email.

THE WILSON HOUSE
"....Where there is despair, may we
bring hope...."
(863) 667-2313
email d-johnson@tampabay.rr.com
P O Box 2461 Lakeland, FL 33806

Thank you in advance
for your support, and
Godspeed.
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For tax deductible contributions
please visit our web site at:
http://wilsonhouserecovery.org
Thank you

